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Abstract
This thesis deals with infinite energy solutions of the Navier-Stokes and Boussi- 
nesq equations in a strip. Here, the properly chosen Uniformly local Sobolev 
Spaces of functions are used as the phase spaces for the problem considered.
The global well-posedness and dissipativity of the Navier-Stokes equations was 
first established in a paper by Zelik [37] on Spatially Nondecaying Solutions of the 
2D Navier-Stokes equations in a strip. However, the proof given there contains 
error which emmanated from wrong estimation of the solutions of the auxiliary 
non-autonomous linear Stokes problem with non-homogeneous divergence.
In this thesis, we correct the aforementioned error and show that the main 
results of [37], i.e the well-posedness of the Navier-Stokes problem in uniformly 
local spaces, remains true. Albeit, only a weaker version of the postulated results 
in [37] was amenable; therefore, we reworked most part of the non-linear theory 
as well as to show that they are sufficient for the well-posedness of the non-linear 
system.
We also extended these results to the thermal convection problem in a strip 
and associated Boussinesq equations. We considered the temperature equation 
and proved, using maximum principle, the well-posedness of the full Boussinesq 
system in a Strip.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Navier-Stokes Equations
Consider the system
dtu +  (u, V)u — i/Au -F Vp =  /  
div w =  0, u\dçi =  0, u\t=o =  uq.
This is the fundamental model used for problems involving the flow of fluids.The 
Navier-Stokes existence and smoothness problem concerns the mathematical 
properties of solutions to the Navier-Stokes equations, one of the pillars of fluid 
mechanics (such as with turbulence). These equations describe the motion of a 
fluid (that is, a liquid or a gas) in space. Solutions to the Navier-Stokes equa­
tions are used in many practical applications. However, theoretical understanding 
of the solutions to these equations is incomplete. In particular, solutions of the 
Navier-Stokes equations often include turbulence, which remains one of the great­
est unsolved problems in physics, despite its immense importance in science and 
engineering.
Even much more basic properties of the solutions to Navier-Stokes have never 
been proven. For the three-dimensional system of equations, and given some 
initial conditions, mathematicians have not yet proved that smooth solutions 
always exist, or that if they do exist, they have bounded energy (see [13]). This 
is called the Navier-Stokes existence and smoothness problem.
Since understanding the Navier-Stokes equations is considered to be the first 
step to understanding the elusive phenomenon of turbulence, the Clay Math­
ematics Institute in May 2000 made this problem one of its seven Millennium 
Prize problems in mathematics. It offered a 1,000,000 US dollars prize to the 
first person providing a solution for a speciflc statement of the problem.
Despite their great physical importance, existence and uniqueness results for 
the equation in three-dimension case are still not known, and only the two- 
dimensional situation is amenable for a complete mathematical treatment.
The rigorous mathematical analysis of Navier-Stokes equations started at the 
beginning of the 20th century from works of the famous French mathematician J. 
Leray, see [24]. His analysis consists of studies concerning the correct formulations 
of initial boundary value problems for Navier-Stokes equations, proofs of the 
existence and uniqueness of solutions in different functional spaces, investigation
of solution’s regularity, construction of asymptotics, etc.; Such questions have 
been studied in many papers and monographs [34],[22],[18].
The solvability of boundary and initial boundary value problems for Navier- 
Stokes equations is one of the most important questions in mathematical hy­
drodynamics. The existence theory developed there deals mainly with flows of 
viscous fluids in domains with compact boundaries (i. e., bounded and exterior 
domains). Although some of these results do not depend on the shape of the 
boundary, many problems of scientiflc and practical interest related to flows of 
viscous incompressible fluid in domains with noncompact boundaries have re­
mained unsolved. Therefore, it is not surprising that during the last 30 years 
special attention has been given to problems in such domains
The global in time well-posedness of energy solutions for the 2D Navier-Stokes 
equations was first obtained in the works of [21]. The well-posedness of the Navier- 
Stokes equations in a strip has also been established in the class of weighted 
Sobolev spaces (see [4] and [9]). However, only the finite energy solutions have 
been considered there and the key energy estimates have been essentially used.
Indeed, to obtain the energy estimate for the solution u of (1.1) one multiplies 
the equation by u and integrate over the underlying domain Q and the deriva­
tion is crucially based on two elementary observations: first, the nonlinear term 
vanishes since
{u{x),V)u{x).u{x) dx = 0 (1.2)/Jn
for every regular divergence free vector field u satisfying the Dirichlet boundary 
conditions and, second, the term containing pressure also vanishes
/  u{x).Vp{x) dx = 0, (1.3)
Jn
again due to the divergence free assumptions. This leads to the classical energy 
identity
2^II^IIl2 +  ^l|Vu|||2 =  ( /,u )  (1.4)
which, in turn, allows us to control the L^-norm of the solution u. All further
regularity and well-posedness results on the energy solutions of the Navier-Stokes 
problem are usually strongly based on this basic energy estimate.
However, the assumption u G L^(Q) is too restrictive when Q is unbounded 
since this condition implicitly poses the decay conditions on the solution u{x) 
when X o o  which is violated in many physical situations. For instance, the
famous Poiseuille flow
u{x) “  ^   ^ , o; G M, (xi,X 2) G := R x (—1,1) (1.5)
does not satisfy this assumptions as well as many other classical flows in cylindri­
cal domains (e.g., Kolmogorov’s, Taylor- Couette flows, etc.). This motivates the 
study of inflnite-energy solutions for the Navier-Stokes equations. But in that 
case the basic energy estimate is lost since all of the involving integrals become 
inflnite, so something else should be used instead.
The situation is a bit simpler in the case of domains without boundary like 
the whole plane or the periodicity assumptions with respect to one variable. In 
this case, the absence of the energy estimate can be compensated utilizing the 
maximum principle for the vorticity equation
dtüü +  (u, V)w =  uAuj -F curl / ,  curlu := dx^V2 — 0x2^ 1 (1.6)
which gives the control of the L°°-norm of the vorticity w, see [40, 31, 23, 5, 
19]. But this method is not applicable to the problems with boundary since 
the Dirichlet boundary conditions on velocity lead to very complicated boundary 
conditions for the vorticity which makes the usage of the maximum principle 
impossible.
Alternatively, one may try  to apply the general scheme of the study of dis­
sipative PDEs in unbounded domains developed during the last 30 years (see 
[2, 3, 4, 26, 8, 9, 10, 17, 15, 25, 27, 28, 16, 39]) to our Navier-Stokes problem. 
According to this scheme, the the proper uniformly local Sobolev spaces are used 
as the phase space considered. For instance, the most interesting for our case of 
a cylindrical domain D =  R x (—1,1); the uniformly local space Ll(Q) is defined 
by the following norm:
\\u\\l2 := sup ||u||i,2(n,), Og := (s, 5 -F 1) x (-1 ,1 ),
see Section 2 for more details. Furthermore, the usual energy estimates are re­
placed under this approach by the uniformly local ones and, in order to derive 
such estimates, as an intermediate step, one derives the so-called weighted energy
estimates and then utilize the relation
IklUi ~  sup
this interprets to taking supremum of the weighted energy with respect to spatial 
shifts of the weight, where is the properly chosen weight function. This
relation allows us, indeed, to derive the desired uniformly local energy estimate 
if the analogous weighted energy estimate (which is uniform with respect to the 
spatial shifts of the weight) is obtained. By this reason, the derivation of the 
proper weighted energy estimates become crucial for the theory.
For the case of the Navier-Stokes problem in a strip, the aforementioned 
scheme suggests that we multiply the equation by U(j?{xi) for the appropriate 
weight (f). However, in contrast to most part of applications mentioned in [27], 
this does not lead to the desired weighted energy estimate due to the following 
two fundamental problems: first, since the vector field u(f>^  is no more divergent 
free, the non-linear term does not vanish any more
{{u,y)u,U(j?) = ~{\u\^ ,Ui(j)'4>)
and it is not clear how to estimate this cubic term via the remaining quadratic 
terms in the energy identity; second, the pressure term also does not vanish any 
more:
(u0^, Vp) =  -2 (p , ÿ '# i )
and it is again not clear how to estimate this term since we do not have any 
reasonable control of the pressure from the energy estimate. These two obstacles 
have prevented the development of the weighted energy theory for the solutions 
of the Navier-Stokes equations and only very partial results in this direction were 
available (see, [26, 18, 32, 33] and references therein).
The situation has been changed by [37] where an effective method of over­
coming both problems has been suggested. To overcome the first problem, it was 
suggested there to use the special weights
2  2  (1-7)
a/ 1  +
depending on a small parameter e. These weights satisfy 
and the nonlinear term possesses the estimate
!((«, V«),wÿ^)| <  CellullF .<Pe
The key idea of the method is to take the parameter e depending on the size of the 
solution u in the proper norm. Roughly speaking, if we take e ||u||"^, then the 
non-linear term becomes only first order in u and can be absorbed by the good 
quadratic terms in the energy inequality, see Section 5 for detailed exposition.
To overcome the second problem involving pressure, it was suggested there to 
multiply equation 1.1 not by uc/P but on ucjP — where the corrector solves 
the auxiliary linear Stokes problem
—dtVcp = i/Avcp H- Vg, divu^ =  (1.8)
Then, div(u — u^) =  0, so the pressure term vanishes and the following weighted 
analogue of the energy equality can be obtained:
^  ^ 2 ~  (w, Uç!>) -^f-(Vu, V((;6^u))-f((u, V)u, u^) =  {f,u(jP—V(jJ). (1.9)
Together with the trick with the choice of the parameter e described above, this 
identity allows us to obtain the desired weighted and uniformly local estimates 
for the solution u which are sufficient to prove existence, uniqueness and further 
regularity if the proper estimates for the solutions of the non-standard linear 
Stokes problem (1.8) are obtained.
Unfortunately, there is an essential error in [37] related exactly with estima­
tion of solutions of the auxiliary equation. Namely, the function w -f IIu involved 
into equation (5.14) at page 553 of [36] has non-zero boundary conditions (al­
though =  0, 7  ^0 since the Leray projector does not preserve Dirichlet
boundary conditions) and, by this reason, the multiplication of this equation by 
àiv{(p2n,xo^{'w +  IIu)) leads to the extra uncontrollable boundary term which is 
missed in equality (5.15). Thus, the proof of Theorem 5.1 given in [37] is formally 
wrong and the main results of [37] become not rigorously proved.
The main aim of the Thesis is to correct the aforementioned error and to prove
that the main results of [37] remain true despite the error. In addition, we extend 
these results to the case of thermo-hydraulics discussed in the next subsection.
1.2 Thermal convection and the Boussinesq equations
Although for most of this thesis we would be concerned with the incompressible 
Navier-Stokes equations in an unbounded domain Q =  R x ( —l , l ) f o r  the velocity 
field alone, neglecting temperature and density variations, there is one particular 
generalization that has been considered in Section 7. This is the problem of 
thermal convection (heat transfer) by an incompressible Newtonian fluid. We give 
a brief overview as presented in [14]:
In the first approximation, the local temperature of the fluid may be consid­
ered a passive scalar, i.e., a quantity characteristic of each particular fluid element 
whose space-time evolution is thus controlled by the fluid’s motion. Thermal 
conduction between neighbouring fluid elements is then taken into account by in­
cluding a diffusive term and introducing another material parameter, the thermal 
diffusion coefficient. The influence of the temperature field on the incompress­
ible fluid’s motion is taken into account by introducing a buoyancy force into 
the velocity evolution equation. The origin of the buoyancy force is the obser­
vation that temperature variations typically lead to density variations which, in 
the presence of a gravitational field, lead to pressure gradients. The inclusion of 
density variations in the buoyancy force - while neglecting them in the continuity 
equation - and the neglect of the local heat source due to viscous dissipation 
constitute the approximate formulation known as the Boussinesq equations. The 
Boussinesq equations for the velocity vector field, the pressure field and the local 
temperature T (x ,t)  of the fluid are:
dtU + u .V u  -f — Vp =  jyAu -F — ga{T — Tq) (1.10)
Po po
V m  =  0 (1.11)
âtT +  u.V T =  kAT (1.12)
We have introduced the acceleration of gravity -g , the reference density and 
temperature po and To, the thermal expansion coefficient a , and the thermal dif­
fusion coefficient k. The vertical buoyancy force results from changes in density
associated with temperature variations, p — po = —a{T — Tq). Density varia­
tions are neglected elsewhere in the velocity evolution and continuity equations.
Equation (1.12) is just a convection-diffusion equation for the temperature field. 
The explicit appearance of the reference temperature may be eliminated. On 
the one hand, in (1.10) and (1.12) the relative temperature variable 9 = T  — Tq 
can simultaneously replace both T and Tq. On the other hand, the temperature 
offset in both (1.10) and (1.12) is really completely arbitrary. Because (1.12) only 
involves derivatives of T.
Appropriate boundary conditions for the Boussinesq equations depend on the 
problem at hand. For convection in a horizontal layer similar to our case in an 
open-ended cylinder at fixed temperatures, the temperature boundary conditions 
are:
T\z^o = Tj^ottom T\z=h = ?top (&^ed temperature) (1.13)
The mathematical theory of these equations is based on the fact that the 
temperature equation (1.12) possesses the maximum principle which gives the 
crucial inequality
^bottom ^  <  Ttop- (1-14)
Then, the term containing temperature in the Navier-Stokes equation (1.10) can 
be treated as an external force /  for equation (1.1). Thus, the extra temperature 
equation does not produce any essential difficulties and the results for the full 
system follow in a straightforward way from the analogous results for equation 
(1.1) discusses above. As we will see in Section 7, the maximum principle holds 
also in the case of infinite energy solutions belonging to the proper uniformly 
local phase space, so adding the extra temperature equation does not produce 
difficulties on the level of infinite energy solutions as well, see Section 7 for details.
1.3 Obtained results
For simplicity, we put viscosity i/ =  1 in (1.1) (the general case oi u ^  1 can be 
reduced to this one by the proper scaling, exactly as in [37]) consider the following 
Navier-Stokes problem in a strip {xi,X2) G Q := M x (—1,1):
dtU +  (u, V)u +  VzP =  Au +  / ,  
divu =  0, =  0, (1-15)
Here u = {ui{t,x),U 2{t,x)) and p = p{t,x) are unknown velocity vector field 
and pressure respectively and /  =  ( f i { x ) , f2{x)) are given external forces which 
are assumed to belong to the uniformly local space The initial data
uo =  Uq{x ) is assumed to belong to the uniformly local energy phase space:
uo e  [Ll{Q)] n  {divuo =  0, =  0}, (1.16)
where dn means the outer normal derivative on the boundary.
We say that u{t) is a weak infinite energy solution of problem (1.15) if
u G [Lg(D)]^ V ,u  G Z,g(R+ X D), u G C([0, oo), L^(n)), (1.17)
where 0 =  is defined by (1.7), and u satisfies (1.15) in the sense of distributions, 
see Section 4 for details.
Remember that the Navier-Stokes system possesses the conservation 
law (mean fiux) in the form
Sui{t,X i) := J  Ui(t,Xi,X2) dx2 = c{t),
where c{t) depends only on t and is independent of Xi. The function c{t) plays 
the role of extra ’’boundary condition” at Xi =  ±oo and should be also speci­
fied. For simplicity, we consider here only the ” autonomous” case where c is also 
independent of t:
Sui{t, xi) = Suo{xi) = J  uo{xi, X2) dx = c e  R  (1.18)
and, therefore, the mean fiux at moment t is determined by the mean fiux of the 
initial data uq. The general case of a non-autonomous mean fiux does not lead 
to any extra difficulties and can be considered in a similar way.
The following theorem which establishes the well-posedness of weak infinite 
energy solutions of the Navier-Stokes problem (1.15) is the main result of the 
Thesis.
Theorem  1.1 Let the external forces f  G [L (^f2)] .^ Then, for every initial data 
uq satisfying (L16), there exists a unique weak energy solution u{t) satisfying the
mean flux condition (1-18) and the following estimate is satisfied:
lkllL°°(R+,L2(fi)) +  ||Va;U||x,2(ji^ _|^ xf2) ^ 67(1 + +  ||uo||_L2 +  ||/||z,2)^, (1*19)
where c is a mean flux constant and the constant C is independent of uq and f .
This theorem has been postulated in [37]. However, as we have already mentioned, 
the proof given there is strongly based on the following estimate for the auxiliary 
linear problem 1.8 (with the appropriate initial condition at t = T):
(ll' l^lc'(0,r;L2) +  ll'^ llz,2(0,T;rK^ '^ )) (1-20)
and the proof of this estimate given there is actually wrong. Moreover, this 
estimate is also probably not correct (at least we failed to find a rigorous proof 
of it). Instead, we have proved the following weaker version of this estimate.
T h eo rem  1.2 ; Let u he a weak infinite energy solution of 1.15. Then there 
exists a unique solution of the auxiliary problem (1.8) endowed by the initial 
condition
=  (0,2^V3'(«(T))),
where ^  is a stream function associated with u, which satisfies the estimate
\M \c (0,T;L^ _^2) +  \M \c (0,T;L^ _^2) ^  Ce\\u\\c(o,T;Ll) ^  (1-21)
where (j) = is defined by (1.7) and the constant C is independent of u and e. 
Moreover, the weighted energy identity (1.9) holds.
Note that estimate (1.21) is essentially weaker than the estimate 1.20 used in 
[37]. By this reason. Theorem 1.2 does not follow in a straightforward way from 
Theorem 1.1 (following [37]), but requires a serious revision of many proofs from 
[37] concerning the estimates for the non-linear equation as well.
We now turn to the Boussinesq equations which we also write down in dimen- 
sionless way and put for simplicity all involving constants to be equals one
+  (u, Væ)u-F VxP =  Aa;U-F (0 ,1)^T, divu =  0, =  0
dtT + {u ,V ,)T  = A ,T ,  =  =  (1.22)
Alt=o = “°> L^=o = Ti-
where the extra unknown temperature T  =  T {t,x )  is assumed to satisfy 
T  € i “ (R+, L^(a)), V ^ r  e  Ll{R+ x Q) ,  T e  C([0, oo), L lin ))
and to satisfy the corresponding equation in the sense of distributions. Moreover, 
it is also natural to assume that the initial data Tq G satisfies
0 <  To{x) < 1.
Our main result concerning the Boussinesq approximation reads.
T h eo rem  1.3 Let the above assumptions hold and let (u, T) be a weak infinite 
energy solution of problem (1.22). Then, the maximum principle holds for the 
temperature equation and gives
0 <  T{t, x) < 1, (t, x) G M+ X Çl.
Moreover, the following estimate holds:
l|^ llL°°(U+,L2(fi)) +  ||Va;U||2,2(R+xn) +  I I ^  67(1 +  ||Uo||^2 +  c^) (1.23)
where c is a mean flux and the constant C is independent of uq and Tq.
The existence and uniqueness for a weak infinite energy solution can be obtained 
based on this estimate exactly as in the case of the Navier-Stokes problem, so in 
order to avoid the technicalities, we do not present the proof of these facts in the 
Thesis.
The Thesis is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss the basic facts 
from the theory of weighted and uniformly local Sobolev spaces as well as the 
properties of the Leray projectors in these spaces which will be used throughout 
of the Thesis. In Section 3 we illustrate how to overcome the first obstruction 
to weighted energy theory for the Navier-Stokes equations related with the non- 
linearity. In order to make the idea more transparent, we consider the non- 
realistic model case of the Navier-Stokes equations ’’without pressure” .
Section 4 is devoted to the detailed study of the auxiliary linear Stokes problem 
in weighted spaces. In particular. Theorem 1.2 mentioned above is proved here.
The key a priori estimate (1.19) is proved for the particular case of zero fiux 
in Section 5. The general case of a non-zero fiux is reduced to the previous one 
in Section 6.
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The full Boussinesq system is considered in Section 7. In particular, Theorem
1.3 is proved there.
Finally, the existence and uniqueness of a weak solution of the Navier-Stokes 
problem is verified in the concluding Section 8.
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2 W eighted Energy and Uniformly Local Spaces 
W ith Some Related Results
2.1 General W eighted Spaces
In this section, we introduce and briefly discuss the weighted and uniformly local 
spaces which are the main technical tools to deal with inflnite-energy solutions, 
see [37] for more detailed exposition. These tools will help us to obtain estimates 
for our equations (1.1) in unbounded domain Q =  R x (—1,1). We explain the 
space as follows: Let us define B^^-a unit rectangle centred at {xq, 0) represented 
as:
^lo  — (^0 “  2 ’ 2  ^ ^ ("1 ; 1); ^0 G R. (2.1)
Let us briefly state the definition and basic properties of weight functions and 
weighted functional spaces as presented by Zelik [39] which will be systematically 
used throughout this project (see also [16] for more details). We start with the 
class of admissible weight functions.
D efinition 2.1 A function cf) € C/oc(R) is weight function of exponential growth 
rate ji>  0 if  the following inequalities hold:
<^ (a: +  3/) <  Cÿÿ(T)e^l^l, ÿ(a:) >  0, (2.2)
for all x ,y  g R.
The following proposition collects the following properties of those weights
Proposition 2.1 1. Let (j) he a weight function of exponential growth rate p. 
Then for every e > pL,(f) is a weight function of exponential growth rate e (with 
the same constant C^).
2. Let (j) and -0 be weight functions of exponential growth rate p. Then the 
function =  (j){x)'ijj{x) and 4^ 2 =  are weight functions of exponential growth 
rate 2/i with the constant
3. Let (j) be a weight function of exponential growth rate fi and let ^  G Qoc(R) 
satisfy
Ci(l){x) < 'ip{x) < C2(l>{x),x e R .  (2.3)
Then 'ijj is also a weight function of exponential growth rate /i and (7  ^ <  C f^ C2C(p.
4. Let e > 0 and (j){x) be a weight function of exponential growth rate fi. Then 
the function (j)e{x) = (j){ex) is of exponential growth rate e/i and with =  C</,.
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All of the assertions of the proposition are simple corollaries of estimate (2.2). 
The natural example of such weights is the following one:
/i g M. (2.4)
Obviously, they are of exponential growth rate |/i| and the constant =  1
(independent of Tg G R). However, these weights are not smooth at a; =  Xq. 
In order to overcome this natural drawback it is important to use the following 
weights:
xo € R. (2.5)
Indeed, since |x| <  +  1 <  +  1 then these weights satisfy:
a: G R, (2.6)
and consequently, (p^ x^o are also weight functions of exponential growth rate p 
(with Moreover, in contrast to (1.4) these weights are smooth and
satisfy for /x <  1 the additional obvious inequality
\DxPti,xo\ < Ck\p\(p^^xo,x e  R, (2.7)
where k E N, denotes a collection of all ^-derivatives of order k and the 
constant Ck is independent of x  and fi this inequality is crucial in obtaining the 
regularity estimates in weighted spaces (see [37]).
Another important class of weight functions is the polynomial ones:
=  (1 T  — To|^) 2  ^ m G R. (2.8)
Again these weights are of exponential growth rate fi for every /x >  0 with the 
constant Cq^^xq dependent on /x and m  but independent of Xq G D.
We now introduce a class of weighted Sobolev spaces in a regular unbounded 
domains D associated with weights introduced above. We need only the case 
where D =  R x (—1,1) is a strip which obviously have regular boundary. One 
would like to ask why we need weighted Sobolev Spaces; recall that the uniformly 
local spaces encountered some deficiencies in that they are not differentiable when 
the supremum is involved but the weighted energy spaces resolve this problem.
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D efinition 2.2
and
Xÿ(0) =  {« € L^oci^), Ikll^P =  j 4^(x)\u{x)\”dx < oo},
—  {w G LFi^ J^ VL), ll'^ l^l^ p — sup(^i^fyo)||'w|Up(Ri ))}•
xo€R
The uniformly local space consists of all functions u G for which
the following norm is finite
||w||l2(0 ) =  sup ||w||l2(B1q) < oo.
æoER
If u G L°° u E L\, and ||u ||^2  <  C||u||^oo. This is because all functions that 
are bounded in L°° are also bounded in but the reverse is not true.
l k l U 2 ( S l ^ )  <  | R ^ J | | u | f y o o ( S l ^ )  <  C ' | | u | f y o o ( n ) .
Similarly, the uniformly local Sobolev spaces Hl{ÇÏ) consist of all functions u E 
% g(D) for which the following norm is finite:
||w||ijs(n) =  sup ||u||ijs(m ) < 0 0 ,
zoeR
where is the space of all distributions whose derivative up to order s is in LP. 
The following Lemma establishes the relationship between the spaces and
Ll
Lemma 2.1 Let (j) be a weight function of exponential growth
rate, where (j)xo{x) = (j){x — X o ) ,  satisfying J  (fPdx < 0 0  then the following inequal­
ities hold
I k l U j  < Ci\\u\\l2- J  (f’^ dx (2.9)
I I « 1 I L  < C2 sup \[u\\l2 , (2.10)
x o G R  ^ '0
where C\ and C2 depend only on and fi from definition (1.2).
P roof 1 I f u E L l  then ||u||i,2(5 i ) < C,xq G R is bounded uniformly and
— ^  1 1 [A,W+1] 11 ^  1112 [AT, A+1]
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N ^
oo
— II^IlL ^  ll<?^ llL°°[iV,iV-t-l]■'b
N = —oo
 ^ '  xe[N ,N+l ]
This follows from the integral criterion for convergence i.e Y2n=-oo 
converges if  and only i f  Jf°^JP{x)dx < oo. The opposite side of the proof 
takes u G sup^^g]  ^II^IIlJ so we need to estimate the norm ||u||l^^ therefore, 
miria-ç^i^ 4>xo{x) > Co; using a specific weight function of the form:
(t){x + y )<  (2.11)
so that
> C-ie-«Nÿ(a; +  2/)
. Take x  = —y to get
m  > C-ie-«W,ÿ(0) >  C-V(O).
And therefore,
f  4>lo{x)Hx)\'^<lx > cl [  \u{x) fdx = cl\\u\\l2 ,
Jm J bi  ^ sJo
which gives:
C2 sup ||u ||L  <  ||u ||L  <  Cl sup ||u ||^2  □. (2.12)
xqeR =^=0  ^ coeR * '0
Before we conclude this section, we introduce a special weight function which will 
be essentially used in the sequel. Let
4>e{x) = {1 + e‘^ \x\‘^ )~T (2.13)
We see that ^
“  ~ ( l  +  e2x2)l’
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then we have
< c
< Ce
9 l  Ie \x\
(1 + 
eb | 1
We have the following:
V l  + e V ' ( l  + e^x^)
< Ceÿgfy).
<  Ce<j>l{x). (2.14)
This weight satisfies, in addition to (2.11) (which holds for every positive /x), the 
following property :
|ÿ^(T)| <  C6<^s(T)  ^ <  C6^E(T). (2.15)
A bit more general are the weights (f)e(x)^, N  G R, N  ^  0, which are also 
the weights of exponential growth rate /x for any /x >  0 and satisfy the analog of 
(2.15) where the exponent 2 is replaced by
In the sequel, we will need the Sobolev embedding and interpolation inequali­
ties for the case of weighted spaces with the embedding constants independent of
e -> 0. Following [30], such inequalities can be derived from the analogous non­
weighted inequalities utilizing the isomorphism T^ x^x =  (j)pa between weighted and 
non-weighted spaces.
L em m a 2.2 Let (f)^  be a weight function defined by (2.13). Then, for all I and 
1 < p < oo, the map is an isomorphism between spaces and
and the following inequalities hold:
67i||^xx||p i^,p <  lI'^ lliyLp ^  672||0xx|||yi,p, (2.16)<i>
where Ci and C2 are independent of e but may depend on I and p 
P ro o f  2 ;
Let us take V  = ÿxx, then for u E L^ we have:
XX 11^2 =  J  (lP\u\‘^ dx = j \V\‘^ dx = \\VWl2. (2.17)
(2.17 shows isometry between spaces andL^. The same procedure gives iso­
morphism between L^ and LP. We show that is an isomorphism between 
and W ^f .  Let u E W^'^{Ct). Then,
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= y  (ivy|"+
||(^m||^i,2 =  J  \V((lm)\^dx + J  \(j)u\‘^ dx 
( | 0 V w |  +  \(l)'u\)‘^ dx +  J  \(jm\‘^ dx.
By Young’s inequalities and the relation that (j)' < 4^> (since only small values of 
e are important for us, for convenience, we assume that e < \) ,  we have
||^6'u ||^ i ,2 <  2 ^ {(/P\Vu\^ +  (jp\u\^)dx = C'i||w||^i,2 . (2.18)
This gives the left inequality of (2.16) (in the particular case 1 = 1, p = 2). 
Let us prove now the right one:
||n ||^ i ,2 =  J  <)P\'Vu\‘^ dx + J  (jP\u\^dx 
= J  \V{(jm)\‘^ dx — J  (f)'\u\‘^ dx — 2 J  (j)'(/)u'Vudx + J  (fp\u\‘^ dx.
By Cauchy Schwartz, Young’s inequalities and using the fact that (j)' < \(j), we 
obtain
||«II^1,2 <  2 ( y  |V(^Wi)pda: +  J ( j ? \ u f d x  \ =
= 2 i j \ V V \ ^ d x  + j \ V f d x )  = C2\\V fw c2. (2.19)
This gives the right inequality of (2.16). Thus, for the particular case 1=1 and 
p=2, (2.16) is proved. The proof in a general case is analogous and we leave it 
to the reader; we have the following relation:
o - ^ v \ \ l , ,  < \\u\\l,,„ < C2 | |y ||^ ,„  (2.20)
4>
as required. □
Next corollary gives the weighted analogue of one interpolation inequality useful 
for what follows.
Corollary 2.1 Let be defined by (2.13) and let u G then the following
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interpolation inequalities hold
||w||^3 <  67||xx||^2||xx||^i, (2.21)
where the constant C is independent of e > 0 .
P ro o f  3 We know that for the unweighted case, the embedding of into 
LP is performed by the following Sobolev embedding theorem:
Therefore ^  LP; interpolating between LP and we have the following 
equation with exponent 6:
< c ( | |y | |« . | |y | i F T -  (2.23)
For any V  G W^'‘^{Q,), where:
and also
-  =  O x ^  +  l x ( l  — ^) 9 = —, (2.24)
Taking V  = and using Lemma 2.2, we obtain (2.21) □.
Now, in order to obtain the proper estimates for the solutions in the uniformly lo­
cal spaces, one can use the so-called weighted energy estimates as an intermediate 
step and utilize the relation:
\ \u h 2 ^su p \\u \\^ 2^ _^ ,^ 
where ÿ is a properly chosen (square integrable) weight function, 2.13.
2.2 Spaces of functions for Navier-Stokes Equations
We introduce the standard (for the theory of the Navier-Stokes equations) spaces 
ffi, V and V*:
‘K \ = [ u E  [Cg°(D)]^, divu =  V := [ u ,G  [67J°(Q)] ,^ d ivu =  0][v[^ i,2(n)]2,
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where [*]y means the closure in the space V  and V* stands for the dual space to
V (with respect to the inner product in %). The spaces and are defined 
analogously (the closure is taken in [L^(Q)]^ and [W’^ ’^ ($7)]  ^ respectively).
The following proposition describes the structure of the introduced spaces.
P ro p o sitio n  2.2 The spaces IK and V can be described as follows:
D< = { u e [ L \Q ) ] ‘^ ,S u i = 0, divw =  0, %2 ^n =  0}, V =  K:n[^J(n)]^, (2.26)
where Sv{xi) := |  f^ ^ v (x i,X 2) dx2 and Hq{Q) := IT^’^ (Q) fl =  0}. More­
over, for any u G K  (resp. u e V )
/
X2
u i{x i,s )d s , (2.27)
be the associated stream function. Then,
Ui = dx2'4^-> 1^2 — dxi'4^
and the operator realizes the isomorphism between K  and Hq{Q) (resp. between
V and H q{Q)). Furthermore, for any weight ÿ of exponential growth rate, the 
analogous desription and the analogous isomorphism works for the weighted spaces 
TCfl, and 17^  as well.
For the proof of this proposition, see e.g., [37].
Ananlogously to (2.26), we define the uniformly local spaces IK^  and via
Kb = {u E [L^(Q)]^, Sui = 0 , divu =  0 , U2 L0  ~  0 },an
=  %  n [W^'\ci)]^ n =  0}. (2.28)
Note that, in contrast to the case of spaces K  or K^, the uniformly local spaces 
Kb and Vb do not coincide with the closure of C^{Q ) in the proper uniformly 
local norms. However, the operator W is still the isomorphism between the cor­
responding uniformly local spaces, see [37] for more details.
2.3 The Stokes problem
We now recall that the space K  is orthogonal to any gradient vector field and, 
due to the Leray-Helmholtz decomposition, any vector field u E [L^(Q)]^ can be
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presented in a unique way as a sum
u = V + VœP, u G K. (2.29)
Therefore, the Leray (ortho)projector IT : -4- K  is well defined via Uu :=
V.  We also recall that the Stokes operator is defined as the following self-adjoint 
operator in K:
A := -U A x , D{A) = V n  (2.30)
The next standard proposition gives the description of domains of its fractional 
powers. This result will be used in the next section for deriving the weighted 
energy estimates.
P ro p o sitio n  2.3 Let k, G (0,1). Then the domain of A'^ possesses the following 
description:
=  p ((-A ,)" )]2  n Jf, (2.31)
where D{[—A xY ) is the domain of the fractional Laplacian with Dirichlet bound­
ary conditions.
For the proof of this result, see e.g., [7], see also [1, 29] where the analogous result 
is obtained not only for L^, but also for the 77-spaces, 1 < p <  oo.
Since, the description of the domains of the fractional Laplacian is well-known, 
see e.g., [36],
D ((-A ,) '')  = n {«1^  ^=  0}, K >  1/4; (2.32)
1K2«,2(q ) Q K =  1/4.
Proposition 2.3 gives the description of D{A^) in terms of the usual Sobolev 
spaces.
The next result gives the regularity of the Leray projector and the Stokes 
operator in weighted and uniformly local Sobolev spaces.
P ro p o sitio n  2.4 Let ÿ be the weight of a sufficiently small exponential growth 
rate. Then, for any I >  0 and 1 < p < oo, the Leray projector II can be extended 
in a unique way by continuity to the continuous operator
n : [W‘/{ Q ) Y  -4 (2.33)
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and the norm of this operator depends on I, p and the constant C involved into 
the inequality (2 .1 1 ) and is uniformly bounded with respect to the concrete choice 
of 0. Furthermore, analogously, the Stokes operator A  can be extended to the 
isomorphism
A  : n n {«Ia„ =  0} ^  [ w ‘/ { n ) f  n (2.34)
and the norms of A  and A~^ are uniformly bounded with respect to the concrete 
choice of (j). Moreover, the analogous results hold for the uniformly local Sobolev 
spaces as well.
The proof of this result can be found, e.g., in [37], see also [8 ].
We also state the analogue of the regularity result for the Stokes operator in 
negative Sobolev spaces.
P ro p o sitio n  2.5 Let (f) be the weight function of sufficiently small exponential 
growth rate. Then, for every g G [W^^’^ (f^)]^; there is a unique solution u G 
of the Stokes problem:
AxU — VxP = g, divu =  0, (2.35)
and the following estimate holds:
ll'^ llv  ^ ^  (2.36)
where the constant C is independent of the concrete choice of the weight (j). The 
analogous result holds also for the uniformly local spaces.
The proof of this result also can be found in [37] and [8 ].
We conclude this subsection by given the result on solvability of the non-
stationary Stokes problem in weighted spaces for the case of strong solutions.
P ro p o sitio n  2.6 Let (p be the weight function of sufficiently small exponential 
growth rate. Then, for every g G L ‘^ {0,T; L ‘^ (Ll)) and every uq G there is a 
unique solution u{t) of the problem:
dtu -  AxU + VxP = g{t), diYu = 0, u\g^ = 0, u\^^^ = Uo, (2.37)
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which satisfies dtu, AxU G L^(0, T; L^) and the following estimate holds:
II'^WIIlJ +  ll^t^llL2(max{0,t-l},t;L2) +  11 11 ^ 2 ^
<  C ||« o ||L e - ' +  f  e - ( '- ) | |g ( g ) | |L  ds, (2.38) 
 ^ Vo
where C and a  > 0  are independent o f t > 0, uq, g and the concrete choice of the 
weight <p.
The proof of this result also can be found in [37] or [8 ].
Remark 2.1 Most results of this section will be used in the sequel with the 
weights cp = 9e,xo{^i) only. However, we will need to control the dependence 
of all the constants on the parameter £ —)■ 0  and, by this reason, it is important 
for us that the constants in the above propositions are ’’independent of the con­
crete choice of the weight” and depend only on the constants in (2 .1 1 ) (which are 
uniform with respect to £ -> 0 and Xq G Mj.
Another straightforward observation which will be essentially used in the next 
section is that, according to Propositions 2.3 and 2.4 and formula (2.32), the 
Leray projector II maps [IT^^’^ (Q)]^ to D{A'^):
n  : [W^ '"'^ (f^ )]^  ^  D(A'') (2.39)
for  Av < 1/4 and that is not true for  K >  1/4 due to the loss of zero boundary 
conditions (we recall that, in general, ^  0  even =  0 /.
Finally, it worth to mention that the dual space V* is not a subspace of distri­
butions [Z7'(fi)]^ and the fact that the divergence free vector field v eV *  does not 
imply in general that its components vi or V2 belong to H~^{fiï). Indeed, we may 
add any gradient of a harmonic function to the vector field v without changing 
the functional v eV *  and this harmonic function may be not in say, due
to the singularities near the boundary. As will be explained in the next section, 
this leads to essential difficulties in developing the weighted energy theory for the 
non-stationary Stokes equations.
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3 A Priori Estim ate for the NS Equation: A  
M odel Case W ithout Pressure
3.1 The general scheme
In this section we seek to find the weighted energy estimate of the NSE in a 
strip by omitting the pressure term which we will later exclude by adding an 
appropriate corrector We want to prove that any sufficiently regular solution 
of the Navier-Stokes problem (1.15) in a cylinder satisfies the uniformly local 
estimate
\W{ t) \ \Ll iQ)  ^  Q(lk(0)l|L2(n)) +  Q(||/||L2(f2)), (3.1)
for some monotone function Q. The first difficulty here is that, in contrast to 
the case of usual energy solutions, the function 1 1-4 l|w(t) | |^ 2  is not differentiable 
due to the presence of supremum in the definition of the Ll — norm. This does 
not allow us to obtain estimate (3.1) directly by multiplying the equation by the 
appropriate factor and use Gronwall’s inequality. Instead, following the general 
strategy in [37], we deduce the weighted energy estimates as the intermediate step 
by multiplying the equation by cjfiu where (p is a proper weight function which 
will be specified later.
Then, if we succeed to verify the analogue of (3.1) in all weighted spaces 
(R) uniformly with respect to all shifts xq G R, the desired uniformly local 
estimate will be obtained by taking the supremum with respect to To G R and 
using Lemma 2.2. Thus, we need to multiply equation (1.15) by (p'^ u where 
(p = (p{x) is an appropriate weight function in Xi direction. But the nonlinear 
term will still remain unresolved since it will not disappear as in the bounded 
case. In fact it will produce a cubic nonlinearity (p'vP. Note that this cubic 
term is not sign definite and the rest of the terms in the energy equality are 
at most quadratic with respect to u, so it is not clear how to control the cubic 
term in order to produce a priori estimate. Another set back is the fact that 
(p‘^ u is not divergence free so the pressure p does not disappear in the weighted 
energy equality and {(p<p'p, u) will pose a problem closely related with finding a 
reasonable extension of the Helmholtz projector (to divergence free vector fields) 
to uniformly local spaces. In summary, we have at least two hurdles to overcome 
in order to close our estimates: to estimate the cubic term cp'u^  produced by the 
nonlinear term and {(p'p,u) when we multiply the momentum equation (1 .1 ) by 
jfiu  and integrate over the domain Q. Let us put this in perspective to have
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a clearer view of the terms when we multiply (1 .1 ) by (j)‘^ {xi)u  (where 4>e{ i^) is 
defined as in (2.13) and e is a small positive constant to be determined later).
3.2 Apriori estim ates
We multiply (1.1) by (jfiu and integrate over Ft to obtain:
(dtu, (jfiu) +  ((u, V)u, (jfiu) -  (z/Au, (jfiu) +  (Vp, (jfiu) =  ( /, (3.2)
and hence,
+(Vp, (jfiu) = ( /, (jfiu) — z/(uÿÿ\Vu). (3.3)
Next, we try and resolve the nasty terms in (3.3) i.e the second and the fourth 
terms on the LHS; this is to help simplify them as much as possible. Using 2D 
coordinates, we now seek to estimate the non-linear term as follows:
Y   ^ r ^   ^ r
— / UjdjUi.cjfiuidx =  — / (uiUj(jfidjUi + u}(jfidjUj-\-u\ujdj(lfi)dx',
i , j  i , j
applying the divergent-free condition and collecting like terms we obtain
2 ^  / U i U j j f i d j U i d x  = / u ^ U j d j c f f i d x .
Simplifying the above sum integral with careful consideration that cp is applied 
in the Xi direction only, we obtain:
— / u^Ujdj(p‘^ dx = — / {uluidxiCp"  ^+ uluidx^4>^)dx
i , j  *7^
=  ~^{dxi(p^,u i{u l+ ul)) < ((p\(p'l\uf). (3.4)
Next, we have the pressure term to resolve but it will simply not disappear because 
the equation:
/  Vp.(p‘^ udx = — /  pS/((p‘^ u)dx = — /  p[4fiVu-\-vS/(p‘^ ]dx = 2{(p(p'p,u).
J q J q Jn
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But, the application of the divergence free condition did not help exclude the 
term with pressure {(fxp'p, u)-a difficult piece to estimate.
Just for the moment, we shall proceed with other terms of the Navier-Stokes 
equation without the term containing the pressure and compute the estimate 
with the impression that we shall return later with good theory that will enable 
us overcome the difficulty posed by {(pp/p^u) and eventually close our estimate 
for the entire Navier-Stokes equation in an unbounded domain Q <Z 
Now, recall (3.3) using (3.4) and ignoring the term {(p^'p, u) we have:
-  (0l/>'l, l« n  +  î^ ll Vm| | | 2  <  (/, (fm) -  u{4>4>'u, Vu). (3.5)
The non-linear term is then estimated using Corollary 2.1 and Poincare inequality 
to obtain the following:
(#%  < (G<^  ^H ^)l  ^ < 4 ^ 1  ^  ^ 4 4 \ l i \ \^ 4 \l i - (3.6)
Let us tidy up these bits of the Navier-Stokes equation and write (3.5) using 
(3.6 )to obtain
I d . .  | | 2 ■ C'e||u ||^2  ||Vu|fy2 +  z/||Vu ||^2  <  (/, (pu) -  i/{e(pu, Vu). (3.7)z ai ~<p <t> 9 9
By Cauchy Schwartz inequality on the RHS of (3.7) we obtain
~  C'e|lu||^2  ||V ul|i2 +  i'||Vm ||^2  <
II/IIl jIIu IIlJ -  î"e|lM|lt2||Vu||i2. (3.8)
By Young’s inequality on (3.8) we get
1 (j z^||Vu||L
w n i i  ^  Tii«ii% ^  ^
2-y 2
which simplifies to:
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+ ( « 0)
where 7  is a positive constant to be determined later. Applying Poincare inequal­
ity on the second term of the RHS of (3.10) and assuming e <K 1 is small enough; 
the equation reduces to:
Take that J >  ^  for the purpose of achieving a positive linear term that will 
afford us not only global existence of solution but also dissipativity.
J P
2 ^ ll“ lliJ “  < e“'C i||/ |||2 , (3.12)
where estimate (2 .1 ) from Lemma 2 .1  and J  cj)l(x)dx = Ç are used in order to 
obtain the RHS of (3.12) and constants C  and C\ are independent of e >  O.We 
concisely get:
<  e '^C ill/lll^. (3.13)
We take ||u ||^2  =  yif) to obtain the following differential inequality:9
y'{t) +  Cs'yyit) < 11/ 11^2 +  C2eV (^)- (3.14)
By change of variable z = ey and upon using the fact that 
||u(0 ) | |^ 2  <  ||u(0 ) | |^ 2  / ^(%)Ÿ =  ||u(0 ) | |^ 2 7  ^  we have, first, tha t
y(o) = 1140)11% <  - ||« (o ) ||% . (3.15)9e e b
Now, recall (3.14) and write it as: y'{t)-\-^y{t) < ^+ e^p^(t) so that for the initial
data y(0) < Ce“ ^||u(0 ) | |^ 2  and by the above scaling, with its initial condition
4 0 ) <  C ||u(0 )||^2 .
We shall seek to solve (3.14) to prove that it has global bounds for solutions 
because of the positive linear term on the LHS of (3.14). we state a Lemma 
involving a two stage proof of the estimate for (3.14): The first part of the proof 
considers the case of a simple ODE, while the next considers a system of ODE:
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Lemma 3.1 Let y{t) = ye{t) he absolutely continuous and satisfy for every small 
e the following differential inequality:
y \^)  +   ^ +  y{^)Y^y{^) ~  ( s .i6 )
3/(0) <  e-'Co, (3.17)
for some Cf and Cq independent ofe. Then, y{t) is globally bounded for all t  >  0;
y{t) < e  ^ ; (3.18)
if  e is small enough:
e < C ( C ;  +  Co)-^ (3.19)
and constant C is independent o/e -4 0.
P roof (1):
This portion of the proof will use the phase portrait technique. Given
z'[t) +  ^z{t) <  C/ +  ez^it), z(0) =  ep(0) <  Cq. (3.20)
Let z{t) < w{t) so that the equality part of (3.20) is exactly w{t)
w'{t) +  jw {t) = Of +  ew‘^ {t), w{0) = z(0). (3.21)
Bearing in mind that all solutions of (3.20) lie below (3.21) with the same initial 
condition, we conclude that z{t) < w{t) for all t. So it is enough to estimate w{t).
To study the dynamics of ODE (3.21), we find the following equilibria solu­
tions:
=  7 - f y -  +  •••- 7
and
7 + y ^ H l S  = 2 _
2e e 7  e
And from wi we see that limg_>o  ^ We see that Wi {e)  remains
bounded as e ^  0 and Wi{0) := limg_^ o Wi(e) =  is exactly the root of the limit 
linear equation, however, u)2 (e) -4 oo as e —)• oo.
Looking at the phase portrait of the ODE we get full description about the 
dynamics: There is a stable equilibrium near ^  and all solutions around
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it which are less than W2 are attracted to it. We know that w{t) will decay for 
all time tending to wffe) if w(0) G [wi{e),W2{e)]. Thus, in that case we simply 
have z{t) < w{t) < z(0). The above choice of the initial condition is possible if 
e is such that 7  ^ — 4eC > 0 otherwise w{t) will blow up in finite time; we also 
exclude the choice of e that considers z(0 ) > W2{e).
But in the case z(0) < wffe), the solution will grow tending to Wi{e) as t —)■ 0 0 . 
So, in that case z{t) < wi{e).
Finally, in both cases z{t) < z(0) +  Wi{e) and since wi(e) < ^  we obtain
y ( t ) < e - ^ z ( t ) < e - \ C o  +  Cf)a
Proof(2):
Unfortunately, the argument based on the above transparent phase portrait 
analysis works only in the model situation where the pressure term is neglected.
By this reason, we present below an alternative proof of the lemma which works
in a general situation as well. To this end, we reformulate (3.20) as follows:
^'(f) +  (3.22)
Now, we observe that if we know, a priori, that the term
G^ (^ ) “  ^  ^  O5 (3.23)
then the estimate is gotten by dropping it out since the inequality (3.22) remain 
satisfied in the circumstances. We have
which by Gronwall inequality gives the following estimate:
z(t) <  Coe-(*)' +  (3.24)
2
and for all t  >  0 , z(t) is bounded above by
z(() <  Co +  C;. (3.25)
We emphasize that estimate (3.25) is justified only if e is small enough that (3.23)
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is true. However, inserting (3.25) into (3.23), we may expect that (3.23) will be 
true if ^
'  "  ( c r i c s -
We want to show that it is indeed true for alH  E M if e satisfies a slightly stronger 
assumption:
'  ^â k c ,
Let the time moment T* be defined as follows:
T* = sup{T > 0, for which ez{t) <  ^  holds, Vt E  [0, T]}, (3.28)
i.e. T* is the largest time T for which the estimate ez{t) < J  holds for all 
t E  [0, T]. If T* = 0 0 , (3.23) is obviously true and the lemma is proved. So, let 
us assume that T* < oo. But since z{t) is continuous then (3.28) implies that 
ez{t) < 7  for some small d > 0. Therefore for all t < T* + 6, (3.23) holds. If 
(3.23) holds for t E  [0, T* +  d] then, estimate (3.25) holds for t E  [0, T*-\-6] as well. 
But the validity of (3.25) plus our choice of e (3.27) implies that ez{t) < J  for 
all t E  [0,T* +  Ô] and this gives a contradiction with (3.28). Hence, we conclude 
that T* =  oo and that z{t) is bounded for all time t  with estimate (3.25) □.
We are now ready to complete the derivation of the main estimate (3.1). To 
this end, we apply Lemma 3.1 to equation (3.14). Then, taking Cf = C | | / | | ^ 2  
and C o  — C||uo||^2 , we have from (3.18)
^  Ce Xll/lllg +  ll^oll^s), (3.29)
for all e satisfying (3.19). Note also that the shifted weight (p^{x — Xq )  satisfies 
estimates (2.2), (2.14) and (2.10) uniformly with respect to Xq E  R. By this 
reason, starting with the weight (pç{x — Tq) from the very beginning, we end up 
with:
<  Ce XII/III2 +  ll^oll^z), (3.30)<Pe( — ^ 0) ° °
where the constant C is independent of e and tq. Taking now the supremum with 
respect to X q and using formula (2.10) of Lemma 2.1, we end up with
||w(t) | |^ 2  <  Ce ^(11/ 11^2 +  Ikollig)- (3.31)
Finally, fixing the largest possible e =  C ( | | / | | ^ 2  +  ||^o||^2)"^, see (3.19), we end
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up with the desired uniformly local estimate (3.1). □
Thus, we have shown how to derive the desired a priori estimate for the NSE 
in uniformly local spaces in the model situation where the pressure term is not 
taken into the account. In the next sections, we will show how to treat the 
pressure term in a rigorous way.
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4 The W eighted Energy Estimates: Auxiliary 
Linear Stokes Problem
4.1 W eighted Energy Equality
The aim of this section is derive the so-called weighted energy equality for the 
linear non-autonomous Stokes problem:
dtu -  Au +  VxP = g{t), d ivu =  0 , u|^^ =  0 , u|^^q =  uq; (4.1)
under the assumptions that
ff€ l-% " (R + x n )n L j(R + ,L f(f i)) , «0 E (4.2)
which will be used in the sequel for the study of the nonlinear Navier-Stokes 
equation.
D efinition 4.1 A function u{t,x) is a weak (energy) solution of (4.1) if
u E 7/°°(0, T; Kb) n C(0, T; K^), E Lg([0, T] x D), (4.3)
where (p is any weight of exponential growth rate such that <p E  L ^ ( R )  and u solves 
(4.1) in the sense of distributions, namely, for any p  E  Cq°([0, T] x D) satisfying 
div (f = 0,
-  /  { u ,d t( f)d t-  /  {u ,A xip)dt=  /  {g,(p)dt.
J J J
Here and below (u, u) stands for the standard inner product in [L^{Q)Y.
We begin this section by considering equation (4.1) with all its multiplying terms 
with a view to factoring out the nonstationary linear stokes problem through 
adjoint simplification. Here, we formally multiply (4.1) by {6‘^u — ug) to obtain 
the following:
{dfU, {9‘^u — vq)) -h (—Aa;U, (0 ^u — vef)
+  (Va;p, (0‘^u -  ve)) = (p, {9‘^ u -  ve)) (4.4)
where div(0 ^u — vq) =  0 .
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We explicitly simplify (4.4) by collectiing similar terms and taking into account 
that the pressure term is excluded; we obtain:
idtu, 6‘^ u) +  {-AxU, 9 \ )  = {dtu, ve)+
+  ((u, Vx)u, Ve) -  {AxU, Ve) +  (p, 9‘^u -  ve). (4.5)
We observe that the LHS of (4.5) is exactly equation (3.2) without the pressure 
term. We may just focus on other terms in the RHS. It is also not clear how 
we could control the 3rd term on the RHS of (4.5); therefore, we introduce the 
auxiliary linear stokes problem:
dtVe + AxVe-i-'Vxq = 0, divve = 299'ui,
%lan =  0 - (4-6)
The next Lemma derives (4.6):
L em m a 4.1 Let u he a sufficiently smooth solution of ( f . l )  satisfying zero flux 
assumption Sui){t;xi) = ^ J ^^u i{ t,x i,X 2)dx2 = 0  and ve be a solution of the 
auxiliary problem (4.6) whose existence is established in Theorem 4.L  Then,
^ ( u ,  Ve) = ~((u, V)u, Ve) +  (/, ve) +  2(p, 9'9ui). (4.7)
P ro o f  4 We have
-{dtU, Ve) -  ((uV)u, Ve) +  (Au, ve) -  (Vp, ve) = - ( / ,  ve). (4.8) 
By Leibniz formula the first term of (4.8) gives
— (dtu,ve) =  —— (u,ve) +  (u,dtVe). (4.9)
Since the Laplacian is a positive self-adjoint operator, we can write the third term  
of LHS (4.8) as (u,Ave). We simplify (4.8) and get
^ ( u ,  Ve) =  (u, dtve +  Ave) +  2(p, 9'9ui) +  (/, ve) -  ((uV)u, ve) (4.10)
^ ( u ,  Ve) = (u, Vg) +  2(p, 9'9ui) + ( /, ve) -  ((uV)u, ve). (4.11) 
We assume (u, Vg) =  —{diuu,q) = 0. Hence, we obtain (4.I)  O.
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The assumption on (4.10) that
dtVe +  A x V e  =  (4.12)
will form the basis for the justification of the weighted energy equality. Formally 
we introduce the corrector vq as the solution of the following adjoint equation:
dtve + +  = diYVe = 260'ui, =  0 ,
(4.13)
where T  >  0 is a parameter and tp =  (u) is a  stream function of the vector field
u. Then, dÎY{6‘^ v — vq)  — 0 and we may at least formally multiply equation (1.15) 
by 0‘^u — Vq without taking a special care on the pressure term V^p. Note also 
that due to Lemma 4.1, (4.13) is an adjoint equation; therefore, we need to solve 
it backward in time (for t < T) and the unusual initial data at t = T  is chosen 
in order to satisfy the necessary compatibility condition
div =  div ug(T) =  299'ui{T).
Furthermore, if we put (4.5) with the result of Lemma 4.1 into perspective 
and integrate over the domain, we obtain the following weighted energy equality:
^ (^ I k lllg  -  +  (u, dtVQ  +  A x V q )  +  { V x U ,  V z ( f u ) )  =  (p, f u  -  Vq) (4.14)
where we have used that d ivu  =  div(^^u — vq) =  0. Thus, we formally end up 
with the key weighted energy identity
-  (u,V0)^  +  (V^u, Va,(6>^ u)) =  {g,9‘^ u - v e ) .  (4.15)dt
The main aim of this section is to justify the weighted energy equality (4.15). 
To this end, we first need to study the solutions of the auxiliary problem (4.13). 
For simplicity, we switch back to forward in time solutions by the change of time 
variable t — t and consider slightly more general problem
d t v -  AxV + Vxq = 0, diYV = dx2Y{t), =  0, =  (0 ,^ (0 ))\ (4.16)
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where the function Y  G C(0, T; for some weight 9 of exponential growth
rate which satisfies the additional assumption
|^%T)| +  +  |r ( T ) |  <  (4.17)
and the parameter £ > 0 is small enough. Then, the choice
^ (t) =  2^^'4F(ui(()) (4.18)
corresponds to the considered auxiliary problem (4.13).
4.2 Linear Stokes Problem
In this subsection, we study the following non-stationary linear Stokes problem 
as obtained earlier:
dtv — A v = Vp
divu =  Sui =  0, (4.19)
v\dn =  ^  {(^,299'^{u{T))).
We assume that
9 € L \0 ,T - H l ) , i , \ e n  = 0 (4.20)
where 9 = 9{x) is a weight function of small exponential growth rate.
This auxiliary problem will be essentially used in order to close the weighted 
energy estimates for weak solutions of the nonlinear Navier-Stokes system. The 
following theorem gives a priori estimates and the solvability result for the prob­
lem (4.19). Moreover, the corrector is not local in space and in time.
T h eo rem  4.1 Let 9 he a weight of exponential growth rate which satisfies (2.13) 
for sufficiently small £ <  £o CLud let ip G C{0,T; Then, there exists a
unique solution v{t) of problem (4.19) such that
V 6  C(0, T; [  v(t) dt e  L \0 ,  T- S«i =  0, (4.21)
Jo
and the following estimate holds:
\\4\c{0,T-,Hy^m -  (4.22)
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where the constant C is independent o fY , T , e and the choice of the weight 9. 
Proof:
We verify (4.22) by transforming the equation; this is to reduce (4.19) in the 
following way: v = v — w and write w(t) =  (0, ^(^)). Then, v{t) solves:
dtV — A v — Vp =  —dtw +  Aw, divü =  0 and =  0. (4.23)
Prom the definition of w{t), we have from (4.23) that:
A w (^)G C(0,T;77-^); (4.24)
and from (4.20) the following estimates hold:
II^^WIIc(0,T;UyL — ^II^WIIc'(0,T;Ui) <  C\\'lp{t)\\c{0,T;Hl)‘ (4.25)
By yet another transformation on v, we write:û =  ü -f- w to obtain:
dtV — A v — Vp =  —dt{w + w) + Aw  +  Aw, =  0 , divû =  0 , (4.26)
where the function w = w {t,x) is a solution of the following Stokes problem 
(which exists due to Proposition (2.5):
Aw  +  Aw = Vq, w\dn =  0 and divû) =  0 . (4.27)
Substituting the above into (4.26), we obtain the following:
dtV — A v — V{p +q) = —dt{w+ w). (4.28)
Therefore we have:
dtV -  A v -  Vp = -d t{w (t) +  w(t)), divû =  0, û|(=o =  -w\t=o. (4.29)
Prom (4.25), (4.27) and Proposition 2.4:
C||û)(t)||c'(o,r;iîi) ^  ^  ^\\Y{t)\\c{o,T-,Hl)- (4.30)
To get rid of the time derivative, we fix some a  > 0 and introduce the new
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function V (t) via:
V ( t)=  f  (4.31)
Jo
Obviously, (4.31) solves:
W(() +  o:y(() =  û(t),y|(=o =  0 (4.32)
f  g oi{t =  v{t) — û(0 )e — a  /  e ^^v{s)ds. (4 .3 3 )
Jo Jo
Hence, it is easy to see that V(t) solves:
dtV{t) -  AV {t) -  V P  =  77, V\t=o = 0, divV{t) = 0. (4.34)
We take
77 =  +  w{t)) +  (w(0) +  u;(0))e““* + a f  {w{s) +  w{s))e~°'^^~^'^ds.
Jo
Therefore,
sup ||77||-i <  sup \\w{t) + w{t)\\Hi d- sup ||w(0) +  w(0)||j^i
t € [ 0,T ]  AG[0, r ]  AG[0,T ]
a  
te[o,T]
sup \\{w{t)Fw{t))\\Hi [  e '^>ds. (4.35)
; g [ o , t  J o
And from (4.30) we obtain:
\ \ H \ \ c { 0 , T ; H I  d - w { t ) \ \ c ( 0 , T - , H j )  ^  C \ \ ' l p \ \ c { 0 , t - , H l ) ’ (4.36)
We take into account:
||û||L3<II^AmilL3 +  l |A m iL 3 . (4.37)
And by the Sobolev embedding 77& ^  L^, we see that to prove the estimate 
(4.22) we only need to prove the following lemma:
L em m a 4.2 Let V(t) be the solution of problem (4-34), then the following esti­
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mate holds:
^ m a o .T :H l,,  (4.38)
where C is independent o fT , H  and 0.
We introduce the Stokes operator A  = —HA; applying the Leray projector on 
bothsides of (4.34) excludes the pressure. We obtain:
a(U(t) +  Ay(^) =  n p ( ( )  =  /^(^), y|(=o =  o. (4 .3 9 )
Since If maps 77^(0) to 77j(D) see [37]. We have from (4.36) that:
\\h\\c{0,T-,Hl) ^  C\\'lp\\c{0,T-,Hl)- (4.40)
Furthermore, we remind ourselves that due to (2.4) the following are true:
p y | |  . ^ ||A y || . ~ | |y | |  J. (4.41)
Therefore to verify (4.38), it is enough to check that:
^  ' ‘ I ' " » ™ ? , -
for the solution V{t) of problem (4.39).
4.3 Fractional Powers of Positive Self-Adjoint Operators.
We recall here some well known fact on operator theory and and analytic semi­
groups. Let A  be self-adjoint positive operator in a separable Hilbert space 77 
with the domain 77  ^=  D (4) and D{A) densed in 77. The following relationship 
also hold true:
D(v4#) = Hf‘, a e  =  71“+'^  and A" :
Consider the associated abstract parabolic equation:
dfU H" A vj =  0, u|(=o =  Uq. (4.43)
It is well known that this equation possesses a unique solution u € C(0,T; 77) fl 
7/^(0, T ; 77^) where H \ = D{A^) is the clossure of D{A) with respect to the norm 
(u. Au) and the equation is understood as equality in 7/^(0, T; 77^^), where 77%^  =
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{ H \y ,  see [35]. Moreover, multiplying (4.43) by u and using that 0  <  a  < A we 
have:
+  =0; (4.44)
given that
{Au,u) > a ||u ||^^  (4.45)
2 ^II^IIh +  ^  0, (4.46)
we obtain by Poincar inequality, then Gronwall the following:
\\u \\h < Ce ^°^ |^|uo||^. (4.47)
Integrating (4.46) we have:
J  ll“ («)ll?fi'^s < C'e"^ “'||«o||«- (4.48)H I  +
Thus, the solution semigroup e ^  is well defined in H  via e =  u(t), and 
(4.48) gives the following:
(4.49)
Similarly, multiplying (4.43) by A^u we establish that:
\\e-^*\\D(A)^D(A) < Ce~^K (4.50)
Analogously, if we multiply (4.43) by tA u  we obtain:
iptu, tAu) +  (Au, tAu) = 0; (4.51)
taking into cognisance that: A =  A* > 0 and (Au, u) > Of||u||^
dtit\\u fu i) + t\\u\\jj2 < ||« ||gi, (4.52)
which yields: 
Hence,
i\H t)\\H i < Ce "" l^luoll .^ (4.53)
<  ^e~^4uo\\H , (4.54)
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which gives,
Ik ^  (4.55)
Finally, we multiply (4.43) by YA^u  to obtain:
(dtU, Y A fu )  +  (Au, Y  A u )  = 0  (4.56)
5t(7^||Au||^) — (u, d tY A u )  +  [Au A  A u )  =  0. (4.57)
By A =  A* > 0, dtU =  Au and (u. Au) >  a ||u |k  we obtain:
^t(7^||Au||^) +  (7^||A2u||^) — 2 t(||A u||^) — (7^||A2u||^) =  0 (4.58)
ôf(7^||Au||^) +  2 f  ||Au||^i =  2 t(||A u||^i ) <  27(A u,u)^i. (4.59)
By Holder’s inequality on the RHS we may write (4.59) as:
dt[Y\\Au\\y) +  f  ||Au||^i <  ||u||^^; (4.60)
which simplifies to:
+  ^kl^llD(A)) =  IklluV (4.61)
By Gronwall inequality on (4.61) we obtain:
i l^l“ llD(A) < (4.62)
Using (4.48) we end up with the abstract smoothing property
\le-^‘\\H^D{A) < c r 'e -^ '. (4.63)
Therefore, it follows generally that for /5 G R we have:
\\e"^*\\H-^D(Ai‘) < C r '’e -“‘. (4.64)
Next, we define the fractional power of the operator A namely, for any a  G R+, 
we define
1 r°°
A““uo =  yT~\ /  (4.65)
1 Jo
where F(a) =  t°^~^e~^dt is the Euler Gamma function. Indeed, using estimate
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(4.49) one can easily show that the integral exists at least for all Uq G H. These 
and many more aspects of this section may be found in [3 5 ].
Next, we prove some standard facts related to fractional powers;
P ro p o sitio n  4.1 Let A be a positive self-adjoint operator. Then, for every a  <
/7 <  7 , we have the following interpolation inequality:
l|u||D(AT) ^  C ||u ||^  ^l|u||p(^), 7 =  <^ (1 — ^) +  fiO, (4.66)
for some C independent of u; The following smoothing property holds:
\\e~^'\\H-*D(A-) < C 'r “e-^‘, (4.67)
for any a  G (0,1)
Proof:
Indeed, without loss of generality,we may assume that a, and 7  <  0 and use 
the formula (4.65) for the fractional powers. Then by Fubini theorem and Holder 
inequality.
\u
1 /*oo noo
?D{Av) = { A n , A^u) = (ts)~'^~'^{e~^\ e~^^u)dtds
1
F (-7 )  
1
2 poo poo  1
< I X 1 J  J  (ts)~'^ — \\{e~^^*'^^^^^u\\%dtds
 ^ 1 ^a(l-0)+^0 1
r ( -
r ( - 7 ) y  Jr i  ts  ts
F F l) )  Li (<5>") ( s " '" " " '" - ' '
1
ts J \ t s
( 1—0)
l||(g-.4(t+s)/2y||^))
(f(k)) L  (W Ull^
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By Holder’s Inequality we obtain;
 ^ X     , \
r ( - 7 ); \ L i ( p )
( r ( - a ) p “u|D^<'-«). ( r ( - /3 )p '^ « ||) “
And (4.66) is proved.
The second part of the proposition is an immediate corrollary of (4.50) and 
(4.63):
||e"'“uo||D(.4'») < C'||e“'^ ‘tio|lîr“l|e"'^ ‘“ollê(A) <
< C (e-'’‘||uo||jf)‘““ (C r^ e -^ ‘||«o||ff)“ =  C r “e- '’‘||uo|lifn. (4.68)
Next proposition gives the solvability and the key estimate for the linear 
nonhomogeneous equation:
+  A y =  /i(7), y|(=o =  0, (4.69)
where h G C{0,T; D(A°‘)).
P ro p o sitio n  4.2 From the RHS of (4.69), let h G C (0,T;7)(A “)) for some
a  G M. Then the solution V(t) for the problem could be found by the variation of
constant formula:
V { t)=  [  e-'^^*-‘^h{s)ds, (4.70)
Jo
u G C(0, T; D(A^+“)) and the following estimate holds for every e > 0 :
||F ||c(0,T;D(Ai+«-q) <  Ce|lh||c(0,T;D(A° )^)5 (4.71)
where Q  depends on e but independent o f t  and u. 
proof: We recall that (4.70) solves:
% y +  A y  =  /i(t) y |(=o =  O; (4 .7 2 )
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since h E C{0,T; D{A°‘)) then, (4.72) could be rewritten to conform as follows:
=  ||A''/z(7)||jf y |w o  =  0. (4.73)
Our aim in the long run is to estimate (4.42) as repeated here:
and from the variation of constant formula (4.70) together with (4.64), we 
write:
ll'4y||DW .) =  II [  Ae-^^^-‘^h{s)ds\\r>(A<.) (4.74)
Jo
| | ^ y | |D ( A “ ) <  f  ||_D(A':^)-4.D (A «+1) I k ( ^ )  ||D (A « :)d s <
J o
^  lk(4llD(A^) /  =
Jo
=  \\K^)\\d(a^) [  c\t -  s\~'^e~^As)ffg  ^ (4.75) 
Jo
However, /g c|7 — =  oo, therefore we make adjustments that will
give us a suitable bound.
We write: ^
f  c\t — < oo. (4.76)
Jo
Accordingly, we reflect this ’’convenient” adjustment in (4.75) thus:
||F||£)(A“+i-q <
<  [  ||e"^(*~®^||£,(Aa)_^£,(^a+l-e)||/i(5)||£,(^a)ds= C'g||/i(s)||£,(^a) □ . (4.77)
J o
Without loss of generality, we may take a  =  0. Then, due to smoothing 
property (4.66) we obtain:
l | F ( 7) | |z ) ( A i - q  <  f  \ \ e ~ ^ ^ ^ ~ ^ ^ h { s ) \ \ D ( A ^ - e ) d s  <
Jo
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<  f  \\e ^^ ||D(A0)^L>(Ai-qlk(5 )||D(A0)d5 <  C /  \t ~  s\
Jo Jo
Therefore,
\\y{t)\\D{A^-d ^  C ||/l||c(0,T;U) [  = C'g||/z||c(0,T;U)- (4.78)
J r
This completes the prove.
4.4 Fractional Powers for the Laplacian and Stokes Oper­
ator
In this section, we consider some well known results on domains of fractional 
powers of Laplace and stokes operators. We begin by stating definitions of frac­
tional Sobolev Spaces We fix the fractional exponent s E (0,1) and define 
as follows:
H^{Q) = {u E : ||u||ifs < oo.} , (4.79)
i.e. an intermediary Banach space between L^(Q) and H^{Q) endowed with the 
natural norm:
In fact, the space H^[ÇÏ) = [A{Ll),H^]s, where [U,V]a is the complex interpola­
tion between spaces U and V.  See [36]. We may use Planchere equality to obtain 
a suitable identity:
\u {x )-u (y ){ ‘
dxdy = C [  k P “ |u(^pdC, (4.81)
JeeR^\x —
where ^ is the fourier transform of u.
P ro p o sitio n  4.3 Let A  = —A be the laplacian with Dirichlet boundary condi­
tions in a strip Q and a  E (0,1). Then,
'  « < 1 ;
D iA^) = I a  = \ - , )  (4.82)
. n {«Ian =  0}, a >  j
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where H 2(Q) is defined by the following norm:
^  +  /  d{x)-'^\u{x)\^dx,
 ^ JxeO.
where dx is the distance from x  to dQ. See [36] for the proof of this description.
Proposition 4 .4  Let A  = —HA be the laplacian with Dirichlet boundary condi­
tions in a strip Ll and a  G (0,1). Then,
D(A^) = n  {divu =  0} fl {u.u \qçi =  0, Sui = 0}, (4.83)
where the domain of fractional laplacian are given in (4.82).
See [7] for detailed proof.
Corollary 4 .1  Let V  be the solution of problem (4’34), then the following esti­
mate holds:
^  C\\H\\ci0,T;my (4.84)
This is Lemma 4^2 for the case of 6 = 1.
Proof
Indeed, we only need to check (4.42) of problem (4.39). Since the Leray 
projector is a bounded linear operator, \ and does not preserve
boundary condition, i.e 11 : iTJ ^  Tfg- We are then forced to refer to (4.82) with
the particular choice of a  < |  to help us avoid boundary condition. For this 
reason, we have h{t) = 1177 G D{A°^) for, say, We use estimate (4.77) and
get:
And for e =  ^  in this particular choice of a , we have the following estimate:
< ^ C I^I-ff|lc(0.T;H.p))- (4-86)
This completes the proof for a particular case of ^ =  1 □
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4.5 Proof of K ey Estim ate in W eighted Case
We first note that the proved unweighted estimate (4.84) of Corollary 4.1 allows 
us to obtain information about the pressure as well. Indeed, from (4.84) and 
equation (4.34), we conclude that
^  (4-87)
To have control of the pressure, we write p = p — < p > where < p >= 
J^.^p[xi,X2)dx2\ we end up with:
\'^ P\\c{0,T-,H^ +h) -  W\c{0,T-,m)’ (4-88)
Now, we consider the weighted case by the usual method of reducing it to the 
unweighted case. We define our special weight 0(xi) satisfying (4.17).
Next, we introduce Vq — 6V; thus, the usual weighted estimate for V  could 
be established by getting estimates for the Vq. Obviously, we write:
edtV -  6A V  -  eV P  =  6H  (4.89)
dt{ev) -  [A(^y) -  2e e y v  -  e^ev\ +  e v p  = e n  (4 .9 0 )
dt{ev) -  [A{ev) -  2e[V(6»y) -  eOV] -  e‘^ ev] +  e v p  = 9H. (4.91)
Simplifying, we obtain:
%(^y) -  A (^y) -  2 eV(^y) -  e^(^y) +  =  ^7 7 . (4 .9 2 )
Therefore, the function vq = OV obviously solves:
-  AI4  +  ^VP =  +  e(4(a;)V^ +  P(z)V I4), divI4 =  (4.93)
Next, we write
^VP =  V(^P) -  (%,^(Ti), ^:r2^(Ti))P =  V(^P) -  (1 ,0)^'P; (4.94)
expanding (4.94) and collecting similar terms we obtain the following:
v { e p )  -  (1, o)^'p = v { e p )  -  (1, 0)9'p  -  (i, 0 )0' < p > =
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=  V{6P ) -  (1 ,0)0'F - V  ( l , 0 )  < P  > d x i)  . (4.95)
We obtain:
v ( e p -  ] " e ' < p >  dxi) -  (1, o)e'p = vp«  -  (i, oje-^ffPe. (4.96) 
Substituting the RHS of (4.96) into (4.93) we obtain:
-  AVg +  V7^ -  (1,0)^-^^'^ =  +  €(A(a;)l4 +  B(a;)Vl^) (4.97)
-  AI4 +  V7^ =  P ^  +  e(A(a;)Vg +  P(a;)Vl4 +  C ^ ) ,  divl^ =  (4.98)
and by stream-function formalism we write:
O'Vi = 0'dx24>, so that 6'9~^dx2']’e = 9'Vi, then, e<%2^g =  9'9~^Vi9 = 9'9~^V\e
And in terms of a new function, we posit that Vq = Ve — We\ where divt^ =  0. 
Therefore, we write (4.98) thus:
dt{ÿe~  ^+  Wg) — A(V$ +  Wo) +  VPg
= H9 + e{AV0 +  A BW e  +  C{x)Pe), (4.100)
div% =  0. (4.101)
Equation (4.100) simplifies to:
OtV$ — AVg T VPg =  H9 T <9^ Wg +  ATTg +  e(AVg T PVVg+
+  C ^ )  (4.102)
divt^ =  0, V0\t=o =  0, (4.103)
where A,B and C are zero order operators which remain bounded as e —> 0. The 
equations (4.102)-(4.100) is already in the form of (4.34) and estimate (4.84) is
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applicable here. Using that Wg is as (4.100), we write (4.102) as: 
dtYo—AVg +  VPg =  HO +  e(AVg +  PVVg+
/
X2
dtViedx2 +  Edx2yie{^2)) — H q. (4.104)
Next, we estimate the P^-norm of the RHS of (4.104) to obtain:
\ \He \ \ c{o ,T- ,H^)  <  \ \ H \ \ c { o , t ; h I )  +  C e { \ \ d t V 0 \ \ c { o , T - , H ) +
+  ||^0 ||c(O,T;/f2) +  ||Pg||c(0,r;iîi))- (4.105)
Estimating the second term of the RHS of (4.105) in P i-n o rm  we obtain: 
||Pg||c(0,T;ffi) <||-^^||c(0,T;ifi) +  Hc(0,T;i/3
+  +  ll-^«llc(0,T;JÎ>+è))- (4.106)
Due to (4.69) and (4.84) we have:
-  llc(O.T;/f‘+è)) ^
<  C\\H9 -  dtWg +  AWe\\c(0,T;H^) (4.107)
Therefore, from (4.107) and (4.106), we obtain;
+  ll-Pellc(o.Tiir>+è)+ -  ^\\dd\\c(o,T-,Hi) + Ce{\\dtVg\\^^^,^^^^^ +
+  (4 408)
Finally, fixing e to be small enough, undoing the transformation Vo = Vo — Wo 
and bearing in mind that Wo is e small; we obtain the following weighted energy 
estimate for V, thus:
" ' I I W . + ^ (‘ ■1'»)
This ends the proof of the Lemma and in turn proves (4.22). □
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4.6 Existence and Uniqueness Results for Corrector vq
Existence and uniqueness. To construct a solution of (4.16), we approximate the 
function ^  G C(0, T; P j )  by smooth functions 'ipn which are convergent strongly 
to 'ijj in that space. Let Vn be the solutions of problems (4.16) where 'ip is replaced 
by 'ipn (the existence and regularity of follows, e.g., from Proposition 2.6; 
since we do not have the problem with time derivatives for 'ipn, the existence is 
straightforward). Now, applying estimate (4.22) to the difference Vn — Vm, we get
ll^n — < C'H^n ~  hm\\c{0,T-,m)
and, therefore, Vn is a Cauchy sequence in C(0, T; P^/^). Thus, the limit solution 
of (4.16) V G C(0, T ; P^/^) and satisfies indeed estimate (4.22). The uniform 
estimate for f*Vn(s)ds can be obtained by integrating (4.16) in time and using 
the maximal regularity (2.34) of the Stokes operator. So, the desired solution v(t) 
is constructed. To prove the uniqueness, assume that Vi and V2 are to solutions 
of (4.16) with the same 'ip. Then, the function v{t) \= /q(vi(s) — V2(s))ds  is a 
strong solution of the Stokes problem (4.1) with uq = g = 0. By Proposition 2.6, 
v(t) = 0. Thus, the uniqueness is proved and Theorem 4.1 is also proved.
We now return to the auxiliary problem (4.13), where (ui, U2) solves the non- 
autonomous Stokes problem (4.1) and ^ is a weight of exponential growth rate 
such that 0 G L^(R) and satisfies (4.17) for a sufficiently small s > 0. Then, the 
function ip(t) defined via (4.18) satisfies
^ Ce||^(w(t))||gi < CE\\u{t)\\i2- (4.110)
and, therefore, applying estimate (4.22) with the weight 6~^ (which also satisfies
(4.17)), we see that
Note that, since u G L°°(0, T ; L^) and 6 G L^(R), the norm in the right-hand side 
is finite. Moreover, using the weighted Sobolev embedding theorem P^/? C 
(where the embedding constant is independent of 6 and e, see [37]), we end up 
with the estimate
\M \c(0,T;LI_ )^ +  \M \c{0,T-LI_^ ) ^  Ce\\u\\c(0^T-,Ll)' (4-111)
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The following particular choice of the weight Q is crucial for what follows.
+  (4.112)
Corollary 4.2 L e iu  he a weak solution of equation (1.15) (in the sense of Def­
inition 4.1 and let 0^{x) = 9^ ,8 he the weight defined via (4.112) where e > 0 is
small enough and s is a parameter. Then the solution ve{t) of the auxiliary 
problem (4.13) satisfies the following estimate:
\M \c{0,T-,L^ _^2) +  \M\ciO,T-,L^_2) ^  ^^lkllc'(0,T;L2)i (4.113)
where the constant C is independent o fT , e, s and u.
Indeed, due to (2.15), we may improve estimate (4.110):
IIV'(*)llff,'_2 ^ Cs||$(«(t))||g. < C£\\u \\l2,
and, applying estimate (4.22) with the weight 9~‘^ to equation (4.13), we end up 
with the desired estimate (4.113).
The next part proves the weighted energy equality for the solutions of the 
non-autonomous Stokes equation.
4.7 W eighted Energy Solutions of the non-autonom ous 
Stokes Equation
We state the following corollary:
Corollary 4.3 Let the weight exponential growth rate (f> G L‘^ / (^R) and satisfy
(4.17) with sufficiently small e > 0. Let also uq G and g satisfy (4.2). Then, 
there exists a unique energy solution u{f) of the Stokes problem and this solution 
satisfies the estimate
II^||c(0,T;L2) +  ll^ llz,2(0,T;W_^ '^ ) —
— +  lblli,4/3(o,T;Lj/^)nLqO,T;Lj/^)) ’ (4.114)
where the constant Ct  may depend on T, but is independent of the concrete choice 
of the weight. Moreover, the function t —> |||w(7)||^2 — {u{t),V(j,{t)) is absolutely 
continuous and the energy identity (4.15) holds for almost all t G (0, T).
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proof
We first derive estimate (4.114) assuming that the validity of (4.15) is already 
verified. Then, for sufficiently small 6  > 0,
{VxU,Vx{(fy^u)) = \\VxuWl2 + 2{VxU, (pcp'u) >
> ||Va;tt||^ 2  — Ce{(/fi\VxU\, |w|) >  -||Væ % ||^2 — C£^||w| |^2  >  t | |w ||^ 1,2 , (4.115)
<p Z <p <p 4  4>
where we have implicitly used the weighted version of the Poincare inequality
Moreover, due to (4.111) and the weighted Ladyzhenskaya inequality
\\uWl4 < C\\u\\l2J \u \\^ i,2, (4.116)
together with the Holder inequality,
\{g,<l>^u-V4,)\ < C ||5 ||,.y3 l|M||i4 +  II5 II ./2 ||t)0 | |i3 <  c\\g\\ i\\u\\^l2 \\u\Ÿj^ ,^2+
<p V 4>  ^ Lf  ^ <p ^
+  l^bllj;,3/2|l^ |^|L2 <  C'||p||^4/3 11^ 11%^ +  C'11^ 11^ 3/2 11^ 11^ 2^  +  l / 8 ||w ||^l,2 . (4.117)
<t> ^ 9 < ! > < ! >  4>
Integrating now the energy identity (4.15) in time and using (4.117), (4.115) and 
the obvious estimate
< \ M l i \ M \ l i_, < Ce||M||c(0,r;Lj)>
we arrive at
(1  C'£)||w1|^(0^ .^^ 2) +  11^ 1^ 2(0,T;W^ ’2) -  l!4/3(0^ Yi.2,y3)II^ Hc(0,T;L2)
+  C'||pl|i,i(o,r;L2)||w||c'(0,T;L2) +  (1 “  C'^)lko||c(0,T;Z,2), (4.118)
and estimate (4.114) is an immediate corollary of this estimate if g >  0 is small 
enough.
Note that the uniqueness of a solution u  can be done exactly as in Theorem 4.1. 
To verify the existence, again similar to the proof of Theorem 4.1, we approximate 
the initial data uq by the sequence Uq E of smooth initial data which is 
convergent to uq in that space and, analogously, we approximate the external
+
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force g by the sequence gn of smooth ones which is convergent in T; fl
L^(0, T; We note that, since the weight (p G then it is not difficult
to check, (p G L^/^(R) as well and, thanks to (2.16)
P G L"/'(0, T; L^") H T; L^/')
and, therefore, such approximations exist. Let Un be the corresponding solutions 
of (1.15) which exist due to Proposition 2.6. Then, applying the proved estimate 
(4.114) to the differences — Um of to approximation solutions (since they are 
smooth, the energy identity hold for them), we have
l l ' f ^ n  “  ' ^ T n | l c ( 0 , T ; L p  l l ' ^ n  ~  1,2f^ Qrp.^ 1 ,2 ^  <
<  C t  ( i K  -  +  \\9n -  ^ m | | ^ 4 / 3 ( o , T ; L j / " ) n L i ( 0 , r ; L j / b )  '
Thus, Un — Wm is a Cauchy sequence in C(0, T ; L |)  fl L^(0, T ; W^’^ ) and, passing 
to the limit n —)■ oo, we construct a solution u of problem (1.15) belonging to 
this space and justify estimate (4.114). Moreover, applying this estimate with 
the shifted weights (p{xi — s), taking the supremum over s G R and using (2.16), 
we check that u belongs to the uniformly local spaces (4.3). Thus, the existence 
of an energy solution is also verified.
It only remains to prove the energy identity. To this end, we write the energy 
identity for Un in the equivalent integral form:
-  {u„{s),v'^(s)) -  ^\\u„{t)\\12 + (u„{t),v'}(t)) =
=  y  {gn{ t ) ,4>^Un{ t )  -  { V x U „ { t ) , V j : ( ( f P u „ { t ) ) ) d t ,  (4.119)
where u j are the solutions of the auxiliary problem (4.13) which correspond to the 
solutions Un- Note that, due to estimate (4.111) applied to v'  ^— v^ , we know that 
v'  ^ converges strongly to in the spaces C(0,T;L^_i) and C(0, T;L^_i). This 
allows us to pass to the limit n —)■ oo in (4.119) and verify that the limit function 
u  also satisfies this integral identity. Since the integral form (4.119) of the energy 
identity is equivalent to the differential form (4.15), the energy equality is proved 
and the corollary is also proved. □
Remark 4.1 Note that Theorem f . l  does not give us the control over the 
L^(0,T; W^^i)-norm of the corrector Vcj,, so we are not allowed to multiply directly
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equation (1.15) by cjPu — Vff, (the term {AxU,V(f,) a priori may have no sense). By 
this reason, we have to justify this multiplication in a different way based on the 
approximations and the fact that all bad terms are cancelled out since solves 
the adjoint equation.
Mention also that the validity of the energy identity (4.15) remains true i f  we 
replace the weight function (p by the proper cut-off function cp with finite support 
(the proof just repeats word by word the one given in Corollary f.S ). We will use 
this observation in the next section for verifying the uniqueness for the non-linear 
problem.
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5 Nonlinear Navier-Stokes Equation w ith Zero 
Flux Condition
The purpose of this section is to obtain the key a priori estimate for the solutions 
of the NS problem in uniformly local spaces without using the artificial assump­
tions on the pressure term. Namely, we will prove the theorem below using the 
appropriate correction term that gets rid of the pressure rather than just dropping 
it.
Theorem  5.1 L etu  he a sufficiently regular solution of the NS problem with zero 
flux condition. Then, the following estimate holds:
SUP] IkW lUj +  1 VæW 112,2(0,T;L2) <  C'(||Wq||£,2 -f ||/ |li ;,2 +  l)^, (5.1)
where C is independent o fT  and u.
Remark 5.1 The general case of non-zero flux can be reduced to the case of zero 
flux by substituting the special Poiseuille-like solution and would be considered in 
details in Sectionô.
Proof:
We recall the NSE (1.1) and multiply by (jflu — as follows:
{dtu, (fflu — V(f) +  {fu.'S/u)u, (jflu — V(j,) — i/(Aw, (jflu —
+(Vp, (jflu -  v^) = (/, (jflu -  v^), (5.2)
where is the solution of the auxiliary Stokes problem (4.19) and the weight 
function is defined by (2.13).
Integrating (5.2) by parts and simplifying the nonlinearity as in (3.4), the 
pressure term will disappear because of div{(p‘^u — v^) =  0; and by using Lemma 
4.1 we get:
— (^’w )) +  “  (1^ 1, l^^ llw l)+
-k (Viz, V(ÿ"iz)) <  ( /, -  i; )^. (5.3)
Next, we recall the estimate of the second term of the LHS of (5.3) obtained by 
Sobolev embedding theorem followed by interpolation inequality as in Corollary 
2 . 1 .
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Moreover, the nonlinearity in i.e. the third term of (5.3) is simplified first 
by Cauchy Schwartz inequality to give
{(P^ \u \.(IA\Vu \4~ ‘^\v^\)li < ||iz||2,6||Viz|fy2||i;< |^|2,3_ .^
And by the embedding of 77^  in L® we obtain
A priori, we use the estimate (4.111) in (5.3) to obtain 
; ^ ( 9 lklP “  (^î'^0 )) +  ||Vw||^ 2  -  CllVwll^Je sup ||u||2,2 )+
d t  1  4> <!> 4> iç [o ,T ]  <>
+  +  2(izeÿ^, vV u) < ( /, (jflu -  v4 -  (5.4)
By Cauchy Schwartz and Young’s inequalities applied to the last terms of the 
LHS and the RHS of (5.4), we obtain:
w )) +  llVix||^2-
v\\V u \\\2 ez/||iz||^2
-C ||V iz ||^ 2 (e sup l|w(t) 112,2 ) + i/||Vw | | ^ 2 --------  — -----------— - <
4> (g[o,T] 4> 2 2
ll/llij " ll .l lij  11/ 11%
Next, we simplify (5.5) by adding like terms and using the Poincare inequality to 
obtain the following equation:
d  1 ^^||Viz||L
;w(9 lklP “  (^5  W)) “  ^ 11^ ^ II l2 (  ^ sup ||iz(7) | |l2 ) H------- 9— - -
a t  2  4> 2G[0,T] ^ /
2 u b te[o,T]
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Then, we assume that |
-  (^,'^(^)) +  (^11^ ^ 1112(1 -  e sup 11^ (7) 112,2 )+  at 2 4> 4> 2G [o,r] ^
ffiTlkllL < C || / | |^ 2 +e^ sup ||iz(7)||^, (5.7)
^ tG [o,r]
where 7  is a positive constant and the constants C  and 7  are independent of 
e >  0.
In order to deduce the key estimate (3.1) from (5.7), we need the following 
Lemma;
Lemma 5.1 Let (5.7) hold fo r t  € [0, T] and let e he such that
1 — e sup ||w(7)||^2 > 0 , (5.8)
t € [ 0 ,T ]  ^
then,
1|w(7)|1^ 2 <  Ce ^(|fy(0)||2,2 +  11/112,2 +  1)^, (5.9)
where t G [0, T] and C is independent 0/  e —>■ 0.
Proof
We argue that from (5.7) that the term C ||V u ||^2  (1 —esupj^(o,T] ||^(7)||2,2) >  0 
which implies that 1 >  esup^^[o,r] II^(^)IIl2 and we obtain:
^ ( 211^ 11% ~  w )) +  <  G ||/||^2 +  C. (5.10)
Next, we rearrange the equation in order to use GronwalFs inequality:
^ (^ II^ IIlj -  (^ 5 w )) +  7 ( 211^ 11^2 “  (^5 w )) 4—
^  ^ I 1/ 11l 2 “  t('^5 w ) +  ^- (5-11)
By Cauchy Schwartz and Young’s inequalities on the last term of the RHS we
obtain the following inequality:
d 1 1 7ll^llr2
^ ( | l k l l l 2 -  ( ^ ,^ ^ ))+ 7 ( |lk ll l2  -  (2^ ,^^)) +
<  C ll/lll; +  1 ! ^  +  +  C. (5.12)
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Estimating by (4.111) we obtain:
W)) -  {u ,v4 ) < C | | / | | ^ 2  +  C. (5.13)
By GronwalFs Lemma we have:
W)) ^  ( 2 ll^(^)llz,2 -  (^(0 ) , '^ <^ (0 )))6 "'^  ^+  C'll/lllz +  C'" (5.14)
Taking supremum of (5.14), performing Cauchy Schwartz inequalities on (w, u<^ ) 
and (wo,u^(0 )) and absorbing similar terms, we obtain
Slip [91111(^)1112] ^  9 I|h(0 )IIl| +  ^ II/IIl2 +  ^te[o,T] 2 <!> 2  ^ 4>
+ 2  sup ||ii(7)||L2 . sup ||u(7)^||2,2
tG[0,T]  ^ tG[0,T] ^
< e  sup ||ii(7)lli2 + -||w (0 ) | |^ 2  +  C ll /11^2 +  C. (5.15)
Z€[0,T] 2 <!> <!>
Now, esupjgjo.T] ||ii(7 ) ||^ 2  is absorbed by sup^ j^p.T] ||n(7)||^2 , to give the estimate
sup II«WIIL <  l l l « ( 0) | | i2 +  C ll / l l l j  + C = Cuoj- (5.16)
te[0,T] <!> 2 V. 4>
Using (2.10) to estimate (5.16) we have our estimate in L^:
1|h |1c(o,T;l2) <  Ce 2 (||iz(0 )|fy2 +  | | / | | l 2 +  1). (5.17)
Thus, Lemma 5.1 is proved.
Let e be such that estimate (5.17) implies that
^^l|n(^)llc(o,r;L2) <  2 ' (5.18)
Now we are able to justify assumption (5.18). Indeed, if we fix £ ^  1 in a such 
way that
1
2 ’
I.e.
- 2
s :— C2 ^1 +  |fy||z,2 +  Ifyolkb) , (5.19)
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where the constant C  is the same as in (5.9).
Analogous to (3.28), let
T* = sup{T >  0 : for which
^ — e sup ||w(7)|fy2 >  0 holds V7 G [0 ,T]}. (5.20)
4  te[o,T] ^
Since the function t  w- 11^ (7) ||^2  is continuous {u is assumed to be smooth enough), 
then, there exists d > 0  such that
e sup ||u(7)|fy2 < l .
te[o,T*+s]
Then fixing T  =  T* +  d in the definition of the auxiliary solution and using 
Lemma 5.1, we see that (5.9) holds for all 7 G [0,T* +  6]. But due to our choice 
of e (see (5.19)), estimate (5.9) implies that (5.18) holds for all 7 G [0, T* +  d] and 
this contradicts the definition of T*. Thus, T* =  oo and, under the choice (5.19) 
of e, condition (5.8) holds for all 7 and, therefore (5.9) also holds for all 7. Thus, 
estimate (5.17) is justified if e > 0 is chosen by (5.19). Therefore, the following 
estimate holds:
lk(^)||c(0,T;Z,2) <  CdfyolLg +  | | / | |l2 +  1)^. (5.21)
Integrating now (5.7) in time and using (5.18) and (5.17), we also get the control 
of the gradient:
/
t+i
11 Va; 1i(s) 11^2 ds <
< C e   ^ ^1 +  ||p ||l2 +  ll^olkfc) ^  C '^1 +  |fy|fy2 +  lluolIjCb) • (5.22)
Finally, taking into the account that the weight 4> = depends on the parameter 
5  G R and that (5.22) is uniform with respect to this parameter, we may deduce 
the desired estimate (5.1) by taking the supremum over s G R and using (2.10). 
These show the boundedness of the solutions for all time 7 with, at most, a 
quadratic asymptotic growth rate depending on the initial data u(0 ) and the 
forcing term g. This finishes the proof of the theorem. □
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6 Navier-Stokes Equations with Non-zero Flux  
Condition
6.1 Brief description of the problem
We now consider the general case of nonzero flux condition for the following 
system:
dtU-\-{u,V)u — A u  + V p  = g
(6 .1)
d i v u  =  0 , iz |g ^  — 0 , ii |^ = o  ~  ^ 0 *
We recall that the problem possesses the mean flux first integral:
1
Sui = -  J  u i{ t,x i,s )  ds = c, (6 .2 )
in a strip Q =  R x [—1,1], where the constant c may depend on 7 (c =  c(7)),
but is independent of Xi. At the first step, we consider the case of zero flux:
c =  0. (6.3)
Generally speaking, the Navier Stokes Equation (6.1) with g = 0 possessess 
the classical poiseuille solution
^c(a;) =  (^ c ( l  -  z^), 0). (6.4)
If (6.2) is satisfied, then the difference u — Uc has zero flux. Therefore, we may 
easily define the weak solution of (6 .1 ) as a function oi w = u — Uc 'rci the sense 
of distribution over the divergent free vector fields.
R em ark  6 . 1  We present here a succinct description of velocity profile of a 
Poiseuillw flow as given in [If].
A t certain length, the Poiseuille flow theory always provides an accurate de­
scription of flow. A t higher lengths, the theory applies only after some distance 
down the strip; lower lengths are so short that they could be ignored. But as the 
lengths increase, the situation becomes more interesting. Particularly, the case in 
which the fluid enters with uniform speed over the whole cross-section. Because 
of no-slip condition, the fluid next to the wall must immediately be slowed down. 
This retardation spreads inwards while the fluid at the centre must move faster.
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so the average speed remains the same while the mass is conserved (see [I4] for  
details).
One thus get sequence of velocity profiles as shown below:
1.0
0.5
- 0.5
- 1.0
/77777777^^^^77777777777777777777777777777777777777777777
Figure 1: Velocity Flow profile in a Strip [14]
6.2 Subtraction of special stable Poiseuille solution u { x 2 ) 
from NS solution u { x )
In view of the above instability properties cited in remark (6.1), we construct 
a special auxilary function u[x2) of poiseuille solution exhibiting a more stable 
property.
Let (6.2) be satisfied, then, S(ui — u^) =  0; therefore, we may define a weak 
solution of u by substituting w = u — Uc ra (6 .1 ) with Sw =  0  and treat as 
the case of zero flux explained in previous chapter. However, we are confronted 
with instability nature of poiseuille solution which may create a setback in the 
circumstances; hence, we will instead construct a special solution of the Navier 
Stokes Equation (6 .1 )-(6 .2 ) of the form:
u{x) = (u(rr2) , 0 ) ,û (± l)  =  0 ; (6.5)
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such that
Sü = c, (6.6)
with the appropriate nonzero external force g. We introduce now the new un­
known
w =  U — Ü,  (6.7)
where w is the solution of the NS equation satisfying the zero flux condition and 
u satisfies the constant flux condition. We substitute (6.7) into (6.1):
dtw H- dtû -t- (w -h û).V(w 4- ü) +  Vp =  A{w + u) g
which reduces to:
dtW -f dfU H- ü.Vw  -f w .Vü  4- û.Vû 4 - w.Vw  4- Vp — uAw — vA ü  = g. (6 .8 )
The second and the fifth terms of the LHS of (6 .8 ) disappears because of the
choice of u. Therefore, w solves the following:
dtW 4- (Û, V)w  4- {w.V)u  — Aw  — A u  4- {w.V)w  4 - Vp = g
(6.9)
divw =  0 , w\dn = 0 , w\t=o = wq = uq — tIq
Swi = 0 , (6 .1 0 )
which differs from (6 .1 ) by an additional nonlinear operator and the laplacian 
terms respectively:
(Û, V)w 4- (w.V)û =  LüW, and A ü  (6.11)
6.3 Bounds for the extra term s of NSE and Choice o f the
Posseille-like solution u { x 2 )
The next lemma specifies the choice of ü{x2) and its corresponding bounds in the 
extra terms (6 .1 1 ).
Lem m a 6.1 Let c G M 6e arbitrary. Then, there is a vector field 
u{x) =  {ü{x2) ,0) ,û {± l)  = 0  such that
(LûW, f w )  < (6 .1 2 )
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and
I|û||c(|-I,i]) <  k\c\, <  fc|c|i,
II“"IIl2[-i,i] ^ k \ c \ i ’
where the eonstant k is independent of c and g
(6.13)
proof:
We refer to our special stable poiseuille-like solution, ü{x2). Based on our 
choice of this fuction, it satisfies the equation of the parabola passing through 
the points:v4(—1,0), B {—1 H- 6, A), (7(1 — Ô, A) and D {1,0), J 1 and A is close 
to c as shown.
y / / / / / / y / / / ^ / / / A / j V / J Z Z y ^ / / A ^ y v / y y y y _ z j f / / / / / / / .  
1.0    ----
0.5
- 0.5
/ / / / / / / / / p / / / 7 7 7 / / / 7 / 7 / / 7 / / / y y / 7 / / / / y / / 7 / 7 / 7 7 / 7 ' ^
Figure 2 : Velocity Flow profile of ü{x2) in a Strip 
Moreover, parabola ABCD satisfies the equations:
A B  : A — ■^{x2 +  1 — X2 E [—1, —1 +
fi(T2) B C : A, X2 € [ - 1  +  (^ ,1 -  Ô]; ) (6.14)
CD  : A — ■^{x2 — 1 +  ^)^, X2 Ç: [1 — S, 1]
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where the two parameters A ~  c, (5 ~  c~^ are chosen in such way that (6.6) is 
satisfied. Then the straightforward calculations show that the other assumptions 
of the lemma are also satisfied, see [37] for more details.
In order to satisfy the fiux condition, we compute the integral under the curve:
/ I ^—1+5 /»!—6
u(x2)dX2 = /  u(X2)dX2 +  / u{x2)dX2~^
-1 J — 1 J — l“h5
f  u{x2)dx2 =  +  (2 — 2(^ )A. (6.15)
Jl-5 ^
So, we need to fix in such a way that (6.12) is satisfied. Let w G {IL^'^(f^)}^, 
then, by direct calculations on LûW,we get:
(w.V)fi =  ^  WidxiUj = {widx^ +  I j (6.16)
since u 1(3:2) has derivative only in the X2 direction and 122(3:1 , 3:2) =  0; therefore:
{w.V)u =  WidxiUj = j  (6.17)
And the second term of the nonlinearity reduces as follows:
^  +  U2^Z2wA (  Uidx^Wi \
_  (6.18)
\UlOx1W2 + U20a;2W2 J  \Uidx^W2.J
Upon multiplication of (6.16) by cfAwi and integrating over the domain; we use
(6.18) and (6.9) to derive the estimate that follows.
+  (  -  (^^2^ 1 . (f>^ WiW2) +  Cs{\w\^, (6.19)
\ \u id x ,W 2 j \ r w 2J J
If we maintain that the second term of (6.19) is just e small, we may write:
{LûW,fi^w) rv (8x2^1, (l>^ wiW2) = {u'^(f)Wi,u'^(l)W2). (6 .2 0 )
By Holder’s inequality, we obtaion
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= = ^ ( 1^ 1 , <t)^ w‘^). (6 .2 1 )
Prom (6.14), |u^|[-i,-i+j] =  ^ { —X2 +  (—1 +  ^)),
I I [1- 6,1] =  | è ( ~ ^ 2  — ( — 1 +  ^)) 9,nd |u^|-i+6,i- 6  — 0 .
Substituting the value of |u'|[_i^i] into the RHS of (6.21), and assume that 
(—3^2 T  (—1 T (^ )) ^  à we obtain
2A /"^
' ¥ J  {—X2 — 1 +  0)(j>^ w‘^ dx2 < ^ (^J (f)‘^ w‘^ dx2 +  (j?w^dx2  ^ ( 6 . 2 2 )
Making the following change of variable:
^ ( 3:2) =  Z (± l)  =  0, (6.23)
we obtain from the second term of the RHS of (6.22):
(j>^w^ dx2 = ^  Z'(x2)dx2^ . (6.24)
By Holder’s on the RHS of (6.24):
5  i t  - Î£ .  ( i t  ’ - i t
1 " 1  i \  2
< Y |Z%3:2)|^d3;2l . (  [  l^dx26 —8 J  1—8
j '  =  S M \ Z ' \ \ h i i - s , i ] -  (6.25)
Similarly, the first term of the RHS of (6.22) yields ôX\\Z'\\‘^ 2^ _i which re­
duced (6.22) to:
2 5 x f  \ \ Z ' \ \ h i - i . i ] d x 2  =  25A ||^'||i.|_,_,| =  25A||«;||^,,. (6.26)
{LûW,( j )^w)  <  2JA||w||^i,2, (6.27)
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and we only need to satisfy the following conditions:
2c =  2A — — A(^ ; 0 <C (5 ^  1, ÔX ^  . (6.28)
These inequalities will be satistfied if we take e.g.,(5 =  min{l, ^ } .  Prom hg.2,
\\û\\c[-i,i] = sup |Û(T2)| <  k\c\. (6.29)
Next, we compute:
||w'||l2[-i,i] =  (^ J  \u'\‘^ dx‘^  = ^A6 "^ ~  |c |i. (6.30)
Prom the last inequality of (6.28), S < -^ where A is close to c. Therefore,
lk 1 lL2[-i,i] < k\c\^.
We also have ^
\u"\‘^ dx‘^  = 8 c^“ ^ ~ |c |^ .
These completes the proof of LemmaO.l. □
6.4 A priori estim ates for Navier-Stokes Equations with  
non-zero flux condition
The next theorem is the analogue of Theorem 5.1 for the case of nonzero flux:
T h eo rem  6 . 1  Let w be a sufficiently regular solution of Navier-Stokes equation
(6.9)-(6.10). Then, the following estimate hold:
||^||lo°(0,T;L2) +  II IIl 2(0,T;L2) <  C'dl^olUg +  ||p ||l2 +  ^(|c| 2 +  |c|) +  l)^. (6.31)
Proof:
Since we now have the estimate for the additional nonlinearity L üW from 
Lemma 6.1,we follow the same procedure in Theorem 5.1, for the case of zero 
flux condition, to find the estimates. Indeed, proving the analogue of basic a 
priori estimate (5.1), we would only have the extra expression:
LjjW — Aü (6.32)
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to control.
Treating {w, Vx)ü, (ü, Vx)w  and {w, Vx)û  as external forces,we have
^  Q | |w ||^2  -  -\-{LüW,(j)^w) + (yxW,Vxi(l)^w)) =
= {g + AxU -  (w, Vx)w, (j)^ w -  Vcf) +  ((Ü, Vx)w  +  (w, Vz)ü, v^), (6.33)
when we multiply by (j7w — and integrate over the domain Q =  [—1 , 1] x R. 
Next, we write estimate for the extra terms in (6.33):
We already have estimate (6 .1 2 ) for {LüW^cjP'w). We write the equation ex­
plicitly for the next term thus:
{LüW, Vcjf) = (ü.Vw, Vtj,) + (w.Vü, u^). (6.34)
Considering the first term on the RHS of (6.34), we obtain:
{\u\.<t>\Vw\,<p-'-\v4,\)Li =  l|«||c[-i.i]||V tu||i2 ||i;^||i2_^. (6.35)
Substituting (6.13) into (6.35) we obtain
l|ù||c|-i,ill|Vtü||L2||i)^||i,2_^ <k\c\\\Vw\\,jiJv^\\ii^_^. (6.36)
By Holder’s inequality on (6.36) we obtain:
/e ||V w | |^ 2
k \ c \ M L l \ M \ L l . ,  < k\c\ I  ^  I . (6.37)
The second term on the RHS of (6.34) is estimated thus:
I (w.Vü, u^) I =  Kÿw.ÿVü, ÿ - % ) | <  ||w||^6 ||Vü||^2 ||u^||i:,3_ .^ (6.38)
By the embedding of in L^ we obtain:
lklh«l|Vü||z,2||7;^IL3_2 < ||Vw|L2 ||Vü||^2||u |^|^3 . (6.39)
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And by Holder’s on (6.39) we get:
\ \ V w h i \ \ y u \ \ L i H U _ ,  <  llVulUj I ------^  I . (6.40)
Since
\\û '\\L i<e~H û\\w l'^’ (6-41)
we write
+  +  ( M 2 )
Recall (4.111) and write estimate for the second additional term as follows:
\{LüW,v^)\ < ^ k { c ^  +  |c|) fe ||V w ||^2  +  C e sn p ||w (t) ||L l (6.43)
62 \   ^ t
\{LÿW,v^)\ < Ce^k{ci +  |c|) f ||V w ||^2  +  Csup ||w(t)||^2 ^ . (6.44)
\  <t> t
Hence,
\{LüW,(l)‘^w — V(j,)\ < - ||w ||^ i ,2+
+  C eh{c^  +  |c|) ^ ||V w | |^ 2  +  C sup ||w(t)||^2^ , (6.45)
where the constant k is independent of e, c, w, and 
Next, we estimate the term:
—(Aü, (j)^ w — v^) = — (Aü, (j?w) +  (Aü, V(f). (6.46)
Prom the first term on the RHS of (6.46) we have:
—(Aü, (j)^w) = (VÜ, V(ÿ^w)) <  (Vü, (j?Vw +  2e(j)^w)
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\{Vü,4>‘^ Vw + 2e<l>^ w)\ < llVùllij +  +  e\\w\\l. (6.47)9 Z 9
The second term of (6.46) is estimated as:
|(Aü,u^)| <  (ÿ |A ü |,ÿ  \^V(f>\) < 2 ^II^^IIl2 +  — ||u< |^| 2^_^  <
< A:(|c|i +  |c|)^ +  Cesup ||w(t)||^2 . (6.48)
t ^
Finally, (6.46) becomes:
|(Aü,(/)^w - v ^ ) \ <  k{\c\^ +  |c|) +  Cesup ||w(t) | |^ 2  +
t
+  -A :(|c |i +  |c|)2 +  C ||V « ;|||2 . (6.49)
6 </>
By usual procedure as explained earlier, we integrate (6.33) by parts and 
simplifying the nonlinearity as in (3.4), the pressure term will disappear because 
of div{(l7u — V(f)) =  0. Lemma 6.1 and equation (6.46) provides us with estimates 
for the fifth and sixth terms respectively of the LHS of (6.33). Thus:
w )) +  C'e||w||2,2 ||Vw||^2 -
||Vw ||^ 2  e||w | |^2
-  C ||V w ||L (e sup II^IIlj) +  C ||V w | | ^ 2 --------  — ---------------- -<P 4> Z 2
< Ce^k{c^ +  |c|) ^ ||V w ||^2  +  C sup ||w(t)||^2 ^ +  - | |w ||^ i ,2 +
C 3
+  A;(|c|2 +  |c|)^ +  Cesup ||w(t) 11^2 H A:(|c|2 +  |c|)^ H  — - +
t  ^ e z
||w ||^2
+  ^I1^IIl2 +  ^II^IIl2 “1----------- + sup ||w||^2 . (6.50)<!> 4> 2 (E[0,T] ^
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Absorbing similar terms and simplifying, we get:
+  C||V w ||^2 ( l - e  sup \\w\\L2)+-y'\\w\\l2 <
 ^ ( E [ 0 , T ]  ^
< 9 k { \ 4  + |c|)= +  k ( \ 4  + |c |r  +  C\\g\\l.)+
6 9
+  Ce^A:(|c|^ +  |c|) sup ||w(t)||^2 . □ (6.51)
fE[0,T] ^
In order to prove the key apriori estimate (6.31) we state a similar Lemma to 
Lemma 5.1, albeit, without detailed prove as before.
L em m a 6 . 2  Let 6.51 hold fo r t  € [0, T] and e be such that:
e sup ||w (t)||i,2 <  1, (6.52)
tG[0,T] ^
and
1 — (7e2A:(|c|^ +  |c|)) >  0. (6.53)
Then,
\\w{t)\\l2^^  < Ce  ^ (A;(|c|2  +  |c|) +  C ||g||j)2 +  ||w(0 ) | | i 2j  . (6.54)
Proof:
We argue analogously as in Lemma 5.1 to prove the validity of (6.52). There­
fore, we drop out the second term on the LHS of (6.51) to obtain:
-  iw,v^)) + 'y'{^\\w\\l2 -  { w ,v 4  < 9 -k { \4  +  |c|)^
+ k { \4  + \ c \ f  +  C\\g\\\2 + sup \\w{t)\\l2. (6.55)
fe[o,T] ^
By Gronwall inequality we have:
^  ( ^ l l^ o lP  — i'Wo,vo(f,))e 
1  (  jfe ( |c |i +  |c|)^) +  fe(|c|i +  \ c \ f  +  Cllsll^j)
r T
+  / sup ||w(s)||^2 ds +  C. (6.56)
30 ie[o,T] ^
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By taking supremum and doing Cauchy Schwartz on (w, and {wq, vo^ ) we 
obtain the following:
sup i | |w ( i) |l i2 <  i||w (0 )|||2  +  sup \\w{t)\\l2 + C
fG[0,r]  ^ <!> Z  <t> tg[0,T]
— f —k{\c\^ + \c\Ÿ) + k{\c\^ + \c\)‘^ + C\\g\\‘^ 2^^2 e  sup ||w(t)||^2 . (6.57)
7 V ^  te[o,T]
sup \\w{t)\\l2 <
fE[0,T]
< e~  ^ (^ ( |c |2 +  |c|)^) +  ek{\c\^ +  |c|)^ +  C | |^ | |^ 2  +  ||w(0)||^2 +  eC^ (6.58)
sup \\w{t)\\l2 < C e  ^(A:(|c|2 +  |c|)2 +  C | |^ | |^ 2  +  ||w(0)||^2 +  i ) .  (6.59)
t e [ 0 , T ]  <Pe \  b b j
We conclude that
sup \\w{t)\\]2 < Ce"^ (A:(|c|i +  |c|) +  CWgWq +  ||w(0 )||j 2^ +  l ]  . (6.60)
te[0,T] 4>e \  b b J
This prove Lemma 6.2.
Let e be such that estimate (6.59) satisfy:
e su p  | |w ( t ) | | i 2 <  i  (6.61)
ts[o,Tj * i
and
Ce^fc(|c|i +  |c|)) <  i  (6.62)
therefore,(6.61)-(6.62) is justified if e satisfy the following:
1 1 
e ---------- 3--------------- -^---------------------- < ------- 3 -^ -----------. (6.63)
(fc(|c| 2  +  |c|) +  C||g | | ^ 2  +  ||w(0)||i2)2 fc(|c| 2  +  \ c \ f  +  1
By analogous loop argument given earlier, we prove (6.52) and by substituting 
RHS of (6.63) into (6.59) we obtain the final estimate in uniformly local spaces 
thus:
sup \\w{t)\\]2 < C{\\wq\\li +  WqWli +  A;(|c|# +  |c|) +  1)^ (6.64)
iG [0 ,T ]   ^  ^ ^
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I^WIIc(o,T;l2) ^  ^ (II^o ||l2 +  ||^ ||l2 +  k{\c\^ +  |c|) +  1)^. (6.65)
Now, integrating (6.51) in time and using (6.60) we obtain our desired estimate 
(6.31). □
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7 Thermohydraulics
In this section, we consider the equation of coupled system of fluid and temper­
ature in Boussinesq approximation.
We consider Boussinesq equation (1.10),(1.11) and (1.12) in nondimensional 
form in the strip Q =  R x (—1,1).
dtU + u S /u  + Vp = + enT  (7.1)
'^ 1x2=1 ~  0, u\x2=—i — 0 (7.2)
V.u =  0 (7.3)
0 t T + ( u V ) r - A T  =  0 (7.4)
T|z2=l =  0,r|a:2=-l =  1 (7.5)
T|t=o =  To, (7.6)
which satisfies the zero flux condition; where u = (ui, U2) is the velocity vector, 
To =  1 is the temperature at the bottom,Ti =  0 is the temperature at the top, 
6n is the standard coordinate basis in R^.
We assume that (w, T) is a sufficiently regular solution of the system (7.1)-(7.6) 
satisfying the following properties:
E T°°(R+, Tg(^^)), G Tg(7Z+ X n), div?/ =  0, (7.7)
and
T E T°°(R+, Tg(n)), V T  E Tg(7^+ x 1^), (7.8)
where
0 <  Ti) <  1. (7.9)
We want to obtain estimates for T  and u in spaces (7.7)-(7.8) analogous to the 
ones obtained earlier for the solutions of the Navier Stokes system. The key 
technical tool for that is the maximum/comparison principle for temperature 
which we will consider in the next subsection.
7.1 M aximum Principle for Temperature
In this subsection, we consider equations (7.4)-(7.6) for temperature assuming 
that u is a given vector field satisfying (7.1) {u is not necesarily a solution of
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V F ÿ F > 0
0 2 / F < 0 ,
V F 2 / T < 0
0 i f T  >  0.
the Navier Stokes equation (1.15)). Our aim is to show that the inequality (7.9)
at time moment t = 0 implies analogous inequality fore all t  >  0. To justify the
maximum/comparison principle, we need the following properties of the trucation 
functions.
Lemma 7.1 Let V  E Then, the truncations Vj^{x) =  max{R(a;),0} and
V-{x) = max{—y(a;), 0} belong to as well, and their distributional deriva­
tives satisfy
VR+ =  ( v y ) +  =
similarly,
v v -  =  (v y )_  =
In particular,
|r_(T,^)|.|T+(T,^)| =  0 (7.10)
V T .{x ,t).V T + {x ,t) = 0, (7.11)
almost everywhere.
Now, we will state the prove of the main result of this subsection.
Theorem  7.1 Let u and T  satisfy equation (7.1)-(7.6), and 0 < T (x,0 ) < 1 for  
almost all X eM. then,
0 <  T(z, t) <  1, V(T, f) E  R+ X n. (7.12)
Proof:
Let us first prove that T  >  0 almost everywhere. To this end, we multiply (7.4) 
by —T-cjP, where T_ is the truncation of T  and 4> = (j){x) is the weight function 
4>e{xi) = We integrate by parts and use T  = — T -  and =  0 to
obtain T_ estimate as follows:
~ | | r _ | | i .  +  ( v r +  -  v r _ ,  v (T _ .02)) +  („ (v r +  -  v r _ ) ,  =  o, (7.13)
then using (7.10) and (7.11) to obtain
\f\\TA\li +  < 0. (7.14)
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By using that divu =  0, we simplify the nonlinearity to get the following: 
({uV )T .,T .cj?) = {u A ,T .,T .< l? ) + {uA ,T - ,T - 4 'A  
=  <jA) +  (TE), <f>A
= +  -  ( « iT ! ,# ') }  =  - ^ ( % r ! , # ' ) .
Using that ÿ satisfies (2.15), we see that
|((«, V )T_,T_^2)| <  Ce(uiT ‘^,<j?). (7.15)
We estimate the RHS of (7.15) as follows:
oo „
C e(w ir^ÿ^) =  Y i  /  {uiT'^,(t>Adx
N = - 0 0  ^JV ,JV +1
< Ge ^  f  \T^ui\\(f)\‘^ dx
N = -o o  '^^n ,n + i
oo
^ l|T? i^||Li[niv,jv+i]ll l^lL°°[Ar,Ar+i]
N = —oo
< Ce y ; s u p  ||Mi||L2[ n ^ | | r Z ||L2[f!j.,_„„]ç!>^ (Ar)
N  ^
C O
< C 6 ||« i |U2 ^  ||r_||i4p„,„^,|^^(7V).
N = —oo
Using Ladyzhenskaya inequality,
\ \'^-\\l H ^n ,n + i ) -  11T- 112,2 (O ) -11VTL112,2 (O jv,;v+i ) i
and oo
\\T-wii ~  E  (7-17)
N = —oo
We finally obtain:
oo
N = —oo
oo
<c Y  ^ '(^ )r-IU ^ (fi,,.«+ o-llvr_ |U 2 (n,„^,) (7.18)
N = —oo
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N = —oo N = —oo
< S \\V T A \l2 + C s\\TA \l2.9 9
Thus we have the estimate for the nonlinearity:
\({u,V ) T . ,T ^ 4>A\ < C \\u \\l2{6 \\yT A \l2+ C 4T A \hJ. (7.19)
Substituting this estimate into (7.14) we obtain:
| | |T _ | | i .  +  i | |v r _ | | i ,< 5 |M i i j | i v r _ | | i .
+Cs\\u\\l2j\T A \Î2 +  2A A \T A \l2. (7.20)
Taking (^  > 0 small enough reduce to:
| | | r _ | | ^ .  + c i | |v r _ | | i ,  <  C2 | | r _ | | | , .  (7 .2 1 )
Dropping the second term on the LHS of equation (7.21) we obtain:
^ | | r _ | | i . - c 2 | | r _ | | | .  < 0 .
And applying gronwall and taking supremum with respect to all shifts , we 
obtain the following estimate:
| |r _ | | | .  <  ||r_ (0 ) ||i .e “^ ‘. (7.22)
9 9
Since we know T_(a;, 0) =  0 we may conclude from above that:
||T_(rr,i)||i. = 0 . (7.23)
We proceed similarly bearing in mind that (T{x,t) — 1)+ <  0 to prove that:
\\(T -  l )A t) \ \ l2 < | | ( T -  l)+ (0)||^ .e«‘, (7.24)
where ||(T — 1)+(0)||^2 =  0. By similar argument we conclude that:4>
| | ( r - l ) + ( < ) | | i ï  =  0. (7.25)
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Thus, 7.12 follows immediately. This ends the proof. □
We state a corollary that will give us a bound in time for VT.
Corollary 7.1 Let T  be the solution of (7.4) then,
< C ’ + (7.26)
Proof:
We first construct an auxiliary function T {x2) = which satisfies (7.5) so 
that
T((,Z2) = f ( T 2 ) + f ( T 2 ,(). (7.27)
We recall (7.4) as repeated here:
dtT  +  (uV)T -  AT =  0.
Then, we substitute (7.27) into the equation to obtain the following:
% f +  (iz, V ) f  +  (?2, V ) f  -  AT =  0, (7.28)
which simplifies to:
d t f  +  (u, V ) f  -  AT =  y . (7.29)
We perform our usual multiplication by T(fP and integrate over the domain to 
obtain:
+  IIVTIJ. +  ((«, V ) f ,  f f )  
,7 .3 .)
8 2 2 2 
Similarly,we find the estimate for the nonlinearity in T  and u analogous to the 
one derived earlier in (7.19). Thus,
\ ( { u , V ) f , f ^ A \  <  C\\u\\l2 { S \ \ v t \ \ l 2 + C s \ \ f \ \ l 2^  . (7.31)
Substituting (7.31) into (7.30) and absorbing similar terms we obtain:
| | | f  11^ 3 +  ( l  -  CWuWlj)  \ \VtWl 2 -  (1 +  Qllulllg) llTlli. <  (7.32)
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Here, in order to make the coefficient positive, we need to take S ^  ||u ||^2  ; by 
simplifying the above we have:
+  C \\V f  WI2 < 0 (1  +  Iklllg). (7.33)
Integrating (7.33) between t  and t +  1 we obtain:
/
t+i ct+i
| |V f ||^ ,d i < \\f{ t)\\l2 +  /  0 (1  +  \\u\\i2)dt. (7.34)
We drop the first term on the LHS of (7.34) and use our already obtained bounds 
for T {x ,t)  as given in (7.12):
sup sup /  l |V f 'i ||2d i < O '  +  O||M||^2(0 j, n). (7.35)
X Q t J t  ‘P ^
U+1 
Q  Jt
This ends the proof. □
7.2 Apriori Estim ate for The Full Boussinesq System
We obtain estimate for the full Boussinesq system by using the results of previous 
Lemma and corollary.
T h eo rem  7.2 I f  velocity u and temperature T  satisfy equations (7.1)-(7.6); and 
for
0 < T ( T , 0 ) < 1 ,  (7.36)
the following hold true:
0 < T ( z , ( ) < l ,  (7.37)
then we can estimate (7.1)-(7.6) as follows:
l|V T ||^ 2 ((o ,T )xn ) +  \W\\l°°{o,t,lI) ^  ^(IkolLg +  1) -^ (7.38)
We sketch the steps of the proof without too many details. First, we take the
scalar product of (7.1) with cjy^ u — for simplicity, we consider here only the 
case of zero mean fiux (c =  0). The general case can be treated analogously.
{dtu, 4>^ u — V(j,) +  {{u.Vu)u, (j?u — vf) — u{Au, cjy^ u — V(f)
+(Vp, -  v^) = (e„T, (jPu -  V(f). (7.39)
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And like before, we obtain:
+  C'llVuIlL(1 -  e sup \\u(t)\\L2) 
at 2 <P -f> te[o,T]
+ 7 \ \ u \ \ l 2  < C \ \ T \ \ l 2 + 6  ^ sup \ \ u { t ) \ \ l .  (7.40)
 ^ te[o,T]
We argue by Lemma 5.1 that esup^^^o.r] II^(^)IIlJ £  1 to obtain:
|fy(t)|li2 <  Ce Xll^(0)llz,2 +  G)^.
By a particular choice of e =  ^ (||^(0 )IIl2 +  C)^^ , we obtain the following
estimate:
M L g < C ( M 0 ) L 2  +  C )'. (7.41)
Coupling estimates (7.26) and (7.41) we obtain full estimate for the Boussinesq
system as in (7.38) repeated here:
||VT|fy2((o,T)xO) +  \W{t)\\L°°io,T-,Ll) ^  +  1)^ 5 t  >  0. (7.42)
This completes the proof □
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8 Navier-Stokes problem: existence, uniqueness 
and regularity of solutions
In this section, we show the well-poseness of the Navier-Stokes problem (6.1) in 
the uniformly local spaces. We start with the uniqueness result.
T h eo rem  8.1 Letu^^^ andu^^^ be two energy solutions of the Navier-Stokes prob­
lem (6.1) which satisfies (6.2) with the same constant c. Then, the following 
estimate hold:
— U^ ^^ ||l°°(0,T;L2) +  I I — Vu^^dlL2([0,r]xO) ^
< C r ||« M (0 )-« ( ') (0 ) |L g , (8.1)
where the constant Ct  depends only on T  and the uniformly local energy norm of 
andu^‘^ \
P ro o f
Let u{t) =  u f^ \t) — u^‘^ \t) .  Then, this function solves
dtu -  AxU^-VxP +  {yP \ Væ)u +  (u, Vx)u^^^ = 0,
divu =  0, Sui =  0. (8.2)
Let us also introduce the cut-off function ÿ  G C ^(R ) such that
1. '0(xi) =  1, G (0,1), 2. ^(Ti) =  0, 2:1 ^ (-1 ,2 ),
and let ^s(rr) := il){x — s). Moreover, we assume that this cut off function depends 
on a small parameter /i > 0 in such way that
3. (^^)" <  /i, 4. ||'0 ||l«= +  | | # l h -  <  C,
where C is independent of pi. It is not difficult to see that such a cut off function 
exists, however, the L°°-norm of its derivative must grow as /x -> 0:
W 1|l°° £
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We write down the energy identity (5.3) with the weight ÿ replaced by the cut 
off function
^  +  (Va;W, Vx('0sU)) =
=  Vx)u  +  {u, Vx)u^^\ -  v^), (8.3)
where the corrector solves (4.19) (where (j) is replaced by 'ips) and, since, obvi­
ously,
IV;I(3;)V;s(:z;)l <  C^e,g(3;)^
uniformly with respect to s, due to Theorem 4.1, the corrector satisfies the 
analogue of (4.111):
IIW 11^ 2(0,T;L2_2) +  IIw IIl2(0,T;L3_2) ^  C'll l^lc(0,T;Z,2 ), (8.4)®£,S ®£,S
where e > 0 is small enough and the constant C  is independent of 5 G R. To 
simplify the notations, we will write below 9 and -0 instead of Oe^ s and "ÿg.
Our task now is to estimate every term in (8.3). First, using that ÿ)g is 
identically zero outside of (5  — 1, s-f-2) and denoting Qs-i,s+2 •= (s — 1, s4-2) x Q, 
we have
( V i i i ,  =  ( V i ( ^ u ) ,  -  { ip 'u ,  i p 'u )  ( 8 .5 )
| |( V i ( '( /> « ) ,  V x (^ /> « ))  -  [ii>'u,tl>’u ) \ \  >  -  C # l l « l l i 2( n ._ i , ,+ 2) '  (8 - 6 )
Next, using the Ladyzhenskaya and Holder inequality.
<  C||Vz«(')||j)2(n._,,.+2)||#||z,2||Vz(#)||z,2 <
jQ \\y A A u )\\l2 + C \\V ,A A \Î2 ^ n ..^ ,.^ J M h ■  (8-7)
Integrating by parts and arguing analogously, we also have
< C(fy(^)|, l # l  ' IV^ '^^ I) (8.8)
and, due to the Holder inequality.
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C(|m<^ )|, | # |  • |fw |) < C | | # ) I I I I '^ ' «1^2 <
+  C ||V ,« ( ') ||!2 (^ _ ,,,,) ||# ||^ 2  +  0 , | | u | | i 2 , (8.9)
where we have implicitly used the Ladyzhenskaya inequality together with the 
fact that the uniformly local L^-norm of is under the control due to the 
energy estimate. Combining the obtained estimates, we get
Va;)^+ (ïx, Vz)l/(^Wg2x)| <  ^ ||V a ;(# ) ||^ 2  +
+ C(||Va,xx(^ )|lT2(n,_i,,+2) + I llL(n,_i,.+2)) ll^ l^l^ 2+
+  (8.10)
where the constant C  is independent of s and T  and the constant depends only 
on the small parameter /x involved in the weight function 'ip. It only remains to 
estimate the terms containing the corrector v^. Using the weighted interpolation 
and Holder inequalities together with estimate (8.4), we have
l(«, v > w ,u ^ ) |  <  c { e \u \ .e \v ^ A \e - ^ \v A )  <
A +/i||VxU||2^2 +  C*^ [|u |[£^ 2, (8.11)
K«("),Vx)«,u,»)| <  c { e \A A ^ .d \v M ,s - > i ,)  <
—  11^  ^  ^llx^  <  / |^ VxU||^24-
A*||VxM|||^ 2 +^j||VxU^ *llL2ll“ llc(0,r;Lj) ^A\A\o{a,T-,LT)- (8-12)
8 0
Integrating now the energy identity (8.3) in time t  G [0, T] and using (8.10), 
(8.11),(8.12) and (8.4) together with (8.5), we end up with
l \ \ M T ) \ \ h  -  ( u ( T ) M T ) )  +  a J  \ \ V M m Î H n . ) d t  <
Jo
+  /^  /  dt +  f  ||u(t)||^2 dt+
Jo  ^ J o
+  C 'a* / +  ||VxJ^)(()||^2) \\ufo^0XiLj)< t^+
+  cAh\\%^o.T;Li) + c A l M m h -  (8.13)
Now, using that divu^(t) =  2'^p^ p'^ x2^u{T),=> v^{t) = 2^^'(0,1)^^„(T) where 
is a stream function of u and our assumptions
(?x(T),u^(T)) =  (iX2(T), (V ;')'^.(t)) =  -(^x i^u (T ), ( ^ ') '^ .(T ) )  =
=  ( |^ . ( T ) | \  ( f ) " )  <  Cf,||i/«(T)||^2(n._,,.+2) <  C ^ IW IlW i) -  (^-74)
where we have implicitly used the obvious inequality
\u
Using now the fact that the T^(0, T ; L^)-norms of and are bounded 
for energy solutions, we see that, say, for T  < 1 ,
||#(T)||^2+CK  r | | V X ^ ) | | ^ 2 ( n ^ ) d f < C  r( ||V ,tx X ^ )llL +
J O  J O
+  l|Vz^^(t) 11^ 2) | |# ( t )  11^2 dt+
pT pT
+  /^  /  \\^xu{t)\\\2dt + / |fy(t)||^2 dt+
Jo  ^ Jo ^
+  (C'/X +  ^ m7^)II^IIc(0,T;L2) +  ^/x||'0^(O)lli2- (8.15)
We are now ready to apply the Gronwall inequality with respect to function 
T  -> |fyxx(T)||^2 . Then, using that the L^(0, T; L^)-norms of V^ xx^  and V^xx^  are 
bounded, we arrive at
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\\il>su{T)\\Î2 + a  [  l|Vx«(i)lli2(n,)* <  Cm /  dt+
Jo Jo
+ Cn f  ||xx(t)||^2 dt + {Cfi + C^T)\\u\\‘^ ^Qj,^ ) +  C'//||'0s'^(O)|li2- (8.16)
JQ d£yS'
Now, we multiply this inequality by 9s,r{s), where r  G R is a parameter, and 
integrate over 5 G R. Then, using (2.2) together with the obvious inequality
/  <9e,A,s((c)ds <  Ce<9e,^ (a:), (8.17)
Jr
\\u{T)\\% + C { a -C ix )  T l l V M m h  d t<
0e,r J q 0e,T
< c N  \\u{t)\\l2 dt+(C^l + C^ T)Yr{u,T) + CA\um\h , (8.18)
where Yr{u,T) := ^^,T(^)ll^llc(oTZ,2 )• ^o te  that, in contrast to the other
term, we cannot simplify Yr{u, T) since we cannot change the order of integration 
and supremum. Assuming that fi is small enough, we have
I k m i l L  ||V X t) llL
0e,T  J q  6s ,t
< c N  \\u{t)\\l2 dt + {Ct, + C ,T )Yr{u ,T ) + C A W m \l2 . (8.19) 
Jo
We apply once more the Gronwall inequality, now with respect to function T  —)■ 
||u(T ) | | | 2  • Then, assuming that T  is small enough that C^T <C 1, we arrive at
£^,7
ll' l^lc(0,r;L2 ) +  CK2 /  ll^æ'^(^) llz,^  dt <
'■ 6 e , r '  J q  6 s , t
<(C/x +  C;,T)};(?x,T) +  C^|H0)||^2 . (8.20)
P£,r
Multiplying this inequality by £^,ti(t) and using (8.17) again, we get
i ; . (« ,T )  <  ( C f i  +  C A ) Y r , { u , T )  +  C^||m(0)||L . (8.21)
6 s , t i
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Finally, fixing fj, and T  = T(/j,) being so small that Cjj, + <  1, we see that
YrAu,T) < C\\u{0)\\l2 .
6 s , T l
Inserting this estimate into the right-hand side of (8.20), we prove that
) , T ; L |  ) 4 "  ( ^ 2  /  l l ^ æ ' ^ ( ^ ) | | x ,2  dt < C\\u{0)\\^2 ( 8 . 2 2 )
6 s , t '  J q  6 t , T  6 e , T
u , | | 2  
P l l c ( 0 ,
holds for small T. Iterating this estimate, we verify that it actually holds for all 
T  >  0 (of course, with the constant C  depending on T). Taking the supremum 
with respect to r  G M from both sides of this inequality and using (2.16), we get 
the desired estimate (8.1) and finish the proof of the theorem. □
R em ark  8.1 Arguing in a similar way, one shows that i f  and are two 
solutions of the Navier-Stokes equation which correspond to different 
non-autonomous external forces g{i){t) and g{2){t), then the following analogue of 
estimate (8.22) holds for u =  ;
II'^ IIc(0,T;L2 ) +  <^2 /  ll^æ'^(^)||jr,2 dt <
6 s , t '  J q 6 e , r
< C ( ||« « (0 ) -« P ) (0 ) | |i ,  )). (8.23)
where the constant C depends only on the uniformly local energy norms of 
and . Indeed, to derive this estimate, one only need to estimate the additional 
term {g^ ^^  — g^‘^ \i}P‘u — v^) which is done in a standard way with the help of 
Cauchy Schwartz inequality and estimate (8.4).
We are now ready to prove the existence of a solution case Navier-Stokes problem 
(6 .1).
P ro p o sitio n  8.1 For every c G M and initial data Uq E. Vc F  SCb, there exist a 
unique global solution u{t) of problem (6.1) with the mean flux c and, therefore, 
the solution semigroup
<S'(t) : Vq T  Tfft Vc "k SCbj S{t)uQ —> u(t), t >  0 (8.24)
is well-defined.
P ro o f
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Since the uniqueness is already verified, we only need to prove the existence. 
For simplicity, we assume that c =  0 (the general case is reduce to this particular 
one exactly as in Theorem 6.31). We approximate the initial data uq G Sib and 
the external forces g G [L^(Q)]^ by the sequences Uq E Si and gn E [L^(Q)]^ in 
such way that
1. g „ ^ g  and ng ->■ uo in 2. <  C||wo||x^ and ||g» ||^ 2  <  Hsllig-
(8.25)
Obviously such approximations exist. We denote by Un{t) the solutions of the 
Navier-Stokes problem (6.1) where the initial data uq and the external force 
are replaced by xxg and gn respectively. Since Uq and are square integrable. 
Unit) is a usual energy solution of the Navier-Stokes problem and the existence of 
such solutions is well-known, see [34, 35] or [9]. Moreover, due to estimate (6.31) 
and the second assertion of (8.25), we have
lkn||c(0,T;L2) +  | | ^  ^ ( l  +  11^ 011% +  IIt IIl )^, (8.26)
where C  is independent of n. Let us now fix some weight 9e,r with sufficiently 
small 6 >  0. Then, (8.25) implies that Uq -4- Uq and gn g strongly in see 
e.g., [39] and consequently, estimate (8.23) applied to solutions Un and Um shows 
that Un is a Cauchy sequence in C(0, T; L^) fl L^(0, T ; ’^ ).
Let u(t) be the limit of this sequence. Then, due to (8.26), u E L°°(0,T; L^) 
and WxU E L^((0, T) x fi). Moreover, passing to the limit n -4 oo in the equations 
for Un{t), we see that u{t) solves the Navier-Stokes problem (6.1) (the passage 
to the limit in the nonlinear terms is straightforward since we have the strong 
convergence in C(0, T;L^) and in L^(0, T; W^’^ ). Thus, the desired solution u{t) 
is constructed and the proposition is proved. □
We conclude this section by stating the results on the higher regularity of 
solutions which will be improved in the next section.
P ro p o sitio n  8.2 Let the assumptions of Theorem 6.31 hold and let, in addition, 
the initial data Uq E [W^’^ (Q)]^. Then, the solution u{t) E [W^'^(f^)]^ for a l l t > 0  
and the following estimate holds:
l l ^ l l — QT(|fyo||;y2,2) -{- QrdlpHf,^), (8.27)
where the function Qt  depends on T , but is independent of uq and g.
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proof
We give only the formal derivation of estimate (8.27) which can be justified 
in a standard way (e.g., by approximating the solution u by the square integrable 
solutions which regularity is well known) and also consider for simplicity only the 
case c =  0. We differentiate equation (6.1) in time and denote v = dtU. Then 
this function solves the equation
dtv -  AxV +  (u, Vx)u  +  (u, Vx)v  +  VxP = 0, = dtu(0), divu =  0. (8.28)
This equation has the form of (8.2), so repeating word by word the arguments 
given in the proof of Theorem 8.1, we derive that
lbllc(0,T;L2) +  1 Va;U I fy2(o,T;L2) £  C'T||5tU(0) ||x,2, (8.29)
where 9e^r is a weight function, £ <C 1 and r  G R. Now, applying the Leray 
projector P  to equation (6.1) we have
dtU = IlAxU — n[(u, Vx)u] +  % . (8.30)
Using the regularity of the Leray projector in and the embedding C Ct,
we see that
II^x^(0)IIl2 £  C \ \U o \\^^2,2(1 +  ||Uo||^2,2 +  C|fy||x,2),
and taking the supremum with respect to r  G R from both sides of (8.29), we 
have
II^x^(T)||l2 <  C'tII'Wo 11^ 2,2 (1  +  ||uo 11^ 2,2 +  CtII^IIl^)-!^ (8.31)
To derive the desired estimate (8.27) from (8.31), we need the following lemma
which also has an independent interest.
Lem m a 8.1 Let g G [Ll(Q)Y andu  G Vf, be the solution of the stationary Navier- 
Stokes problem
-A xU  +  (u, Vx)u  +  VxP = g, divxx =  0, u \q^  = 0. (8.32)
Then, u G [kLft’^ (f^)]^ ond the following estimate holds:
I I^L^.^<0(l |p |k2)  +  Q(lklk2), (8.33)
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for some monotone function which is independent of u and g.
proof[Proof of the lemma]
Indeed, since the stationary solution u formally satisfies the non-autonomous 
equation (6.1), estimate (5.1) is formally applicable to it and gives that
||Va;w||i,2 <  (7(1 +  WgWl  ^ +  Ikll^z)^. (8.34)
Moreover,
||(m, Vx)«||i2 <  C||u||t«.||Vxu||i2 < <
<  /i||M||v^2,2 +  C A l^ x u fq ,  (8.35)
where /x > 0 can be arbitrarily small. Using now the maximal regularity of the 
Stokes operator in Ll and interpreting the nonlinear term in (8.32) as a part of 
the external forces, we derive the desired estimate (8.33) and finish the proof of 
the lemma. □
Now it is not difficult to finish the proof of the proposition. Indeed, inter­
preting the Navier-Stokes equation (6.1) as stationary equation (8.32) at every 
fixed point t with the external forces g{t) = g — dtu{t) and using estimate (8.33) 
together with (5.1) and (8.31), we end up with (8.27) and finish the proof of the 
proposition.
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9 Conclusion and Future Work
9.1 Conclusion
In this Thesis, we show that the weak infinite energy solution of the Navier-Stokes 
equations (6.1) is well posed with the following estimates:
lkllL°°(E+,L2(0)) +  ||Va;U||2,2(E x^O) ^  ^'(1 +  +  IkolLg +  ll/llb^)^, (9-1)
where c is a mean fiux constant and the constant C  is independent of uq and / .
Although this may not be an entirely new result to take credit for as it has 
already been proved in [37], albeit, with the inaccuracies in prescribing appropri­
ate boundary conditions for the corrector in his work, which is very crucial for 
this result, we suspected at the outset that the final results conveyed with this 
error might also be wrong. We therefore invested ample amount of time both 
to rework and simplify [37]. Fortunately, the final results remain intact despite 
falling short, at least in our approach, of some regularity for the correction term 
obtained previously in [37].
W hat is entirely new in this Thesis is the well posed results obtained for 
the temperature equation in Uniformly local Sobolev spaces by application of 
maximum principle. Existence and uniqueness results followed similarly as that 
of the incompressible Navier Stokes equation proved in Section 8
9.2 Future Research
In this section, we discuss ways in which the result of this thesis may be extended. 
The consideration of Temperature field in this thesis by way of Bousinessq ap­
proximation, for which existence and uniqueness results were established, suggests 
that we may extend the results of this work to Magneto-hydrodynamics (MHD) 
in a strip.
Furthermore, could it possibly be that we may obtain existence and uniqueness 
results in uniformly local Sobolev spaces considering a 3-Dimensional situation 
for incompressible Navier Stokes Equations?
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